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The better a material is understood, the better it can be utilized. With cement-
based material such as foamed concrete (FC), knowledge of the fundamental cement 
hydration reactions and resultant product will facilitate design, behaviour prediction, 
and improved performance. Water is an integral part of all cement-based materials. It 
contributes to the mixing and placing ability of the material, enables the hydration 
process, and influences material property development. As such, it is worthy of 
comprehensive study, for one will never fully understand cement-based material if 
one does not have a good grasp of the role of water in them. The study of water in 
FC with Microwave Incinerated Rice Husk Ash (MIRHA) as pozzolanic material is 
particularly interesting, for which information about the water content can be used to 
understand the behaviours of the product. This study was mainly focused to 
investigate the role MIRHA on the non-evaporable water content in the FC 
The mix proportion of the MIRHA FC was designed using the Taguchi method 
with L16 orthogonal array with five parameters, namely, MIRHA contents, water 
cementitious ratio (w/c), sand cement ratio (s/c), superplasticizer (SP) content, and 
foam content. The mixtures were tested, both in fresh and hardened states to meet 
technical requirement of FC. Analysis of the characteristics of concretes, namely its 
compressive strength, non-evaporable water (wn) by oven dry/furnace ignition 
(OD/FI), non-evaporable water (wn) by Thermogravimetry (TGA), dry density and 
porosity were conducted. 
The results showed that MIRHA could facilitate enhancement in FC hydration 
with the evidence from wn OD/FI and TGA, Calcium Hydroxide (CH) contents and 
change in non-evaporable water content. The degree of hydration of MIRHA FC was 
predicted using a model that employed non-evaporable water technique. 
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ABSTRAK 
Semakin sesuatu bahan itu lebih difahami, semakin ia boleh digunapakai. Dengan 
bahan berasaskan simen seperti Konkrit Berongga (KB), pengetahuan asas terhadap 
reaksi penghidratan simen dan produk yang dihasilkan akan memudahkan 
rekabentuk, ramalan perilaku, dan meningkatkan prestasi. Air adalah unsur utama 
dalam semua bahan berasaskan simen. Ia menyumbang kepada campuran dan 
kemampuan menempatkan, membolehkan proses penghidratan, dan mempengaruhi 
pembangunan bahan. Oleh itu, kajian menyeluruh adalah perlu, untuk satu yang 
tidak akan pernah memahami sepenuhnya tentang bahan berasaskan simen jika tidak 
mempunyai pemahaman yang baik mengenai peranan air di dalamnya. Kajian air 
bagi KB yang mengandungi Abu Sekam Padi Pembakaran Gelombang Mikro 
(ASPPGM) sebagai bahan pozzolana, adalah sesuatu yang menarik, yang mana 
maklumat tentang kadar air boleh digunakan untuk memahami perilaku produk 
tersebut. Tujuan utama kajian ini adalah untuk memastikan kesan ASPPGM terhadap 
kekuatan mampatan FC. 
Nisbah campuran bagi ASPPGM KB ini direka dengan menggunakan kaedah 
Taguchi dengan L16 array ortogonal dengan lima lingkungan, iaitu, kandungan 
ASPPGM, nisbah air simen (w/c), nisbah simen pasir (s/c), kandungan 
superplasticizier (SP), dan kandungan buih. Campuran diuji, diperingkat fresh dan 
peringkat keras untuk memenuhi keperluan teknikal FC. Analisis ciri-ciri konkrit, 
iaitu kekuatan mampatan, air yang tidak tersejat (wn) dengan ketuhar 
kering/pembakaran relau (OD/FI), wn dengan Termografimetri (TGA), ketumpatan 
kering dan keporosan dilakukan. 
Keputusan kajian menunjukkan bahawa ASPPGM boleh memudahkan 
peningkatan dalam penghidratan FC dengan bukti dari wn OD/FI dan TGA, 
Kandunga Kalsium Hidroksida (CH) dan perubahan wn. Kadar hidrasi ASPPGM KB 
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Foamed concrete (FC) is one of the solutions in support of green building materials 
that were introduced several decades ago. The concept of green building associates 
with sustainability, which incorporates and integrates a variety of strategies during the 
design, construction, and operation of building projects. Sustainable design or 
building “green” is to use materials resourcefully while creating healthier buildings. It 
provides cost investments through enhanced productivity, lower cost building 
operations, and resource efficiency and it moves us closer to sustainable futures. The 
use of “green” building materials and products represents one significant move in the 
design of a building. Green building materials propose specific benefits to the 
building owner and building occupants: diminished maintenance/substitution costs 
over the life of the building, energy conservation, improved occupants’ health and 
productivity, lower costs associated with changing space configurations and greater 
design flexibility. 
FC is a material with entrained air bubbles and mortar. The density of the material 
depends on the number and size of the bubbles. It is possible to achieve any desired 
density using special mixing equipment. FC of diverse densities is proper for 
structural and semi-structural applications as well as lightweight architectural details. 
FC is a physically powerful material with excellent thermal and sound insulating 
characteristics. It can be produced at the project site like ordinary concrete.The main 
differing low feature of FC compared to normal concrete is that  it is designed to the 
required light density by arranging air foam as an “aggregate” in concrete [1]. This 
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foam has no chemical action in concrete, it only serves as an impermanent wrapping 
material for the air foams till cement mortar develops its own final set and strength. 
Rice husk that is burnt at properly controlled temperatures [2] produces an ash 
consisting almost of pure silica in the amorphous form. High silica content and porous 
structure of the ash lead to a very high pozzolanic activity comparable with that of 
silica fume [3]. RHA in some respects resembles silica fume, particularly in its large 
specific surface and huge content of amorphous silica. However, with regard to 
particle size, these two materials are significantly different. Silica fume particles are 
spherical with average diameter of 0.1 mm. Its BET surface is about 20 m2/g [3]. 
Properly produced rice husk is very soft and can be easily ground to particle sizes less 
than 75 m. The resulting RHA particles are angular in shape and highly porous. Its 
BET surface is usually in the order of 40 to 100 m2/g [3]. Addition of RHA is reported 
to lead to a significant improvement of normal strength concretes [4]. It is reasonable 
to suppose that the use of RHA in combination with superplasticizers may also lead to 
increased strength and improved durability. RHA markedly diminishes the 
autogenous shrinkage as well as produces an autogenous relative humidity transform 
[5].  
The use of rice husk ash (RHA) in FC research is very limited. RHA obtained by 
controlled burning of rice husks, which are agricultural wastes generated in the rice-
milling industry. It has been found that RHA provides dramatic improvements in 
hardened properties and durability of concrete [6]. Similar effects might be observed 
when RHA is used in FC. Cement replacement materials (CRMs) are also essential 
for high strength and high durability FC. Moreover, the expense of some CRMs such 
as silica fume and high reactivity metakaolin increase the overall material cost of FC. 
Therefore, the use of less-expensive RHA is more desirable to decrease the overall 
production cost of FC. The usage of RHA also minimizes the environmental burden 
resolving vast waste disposal problems caused by rice milling industries.  
More than 100 countries in the world cultivate rice with an annual production of 
650.2 million tons [7]. During the milling process of paddy rice, more than 130 
million tons of rice husk are obtained as by-product. On combustion, this amount of 
husk would yield about 26 million tons of ash. A huge amount of rice husk is 
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produced annually in Malaysia that is almost reaching 2.231 million tons. When 
burnt, about 20% of the rice husk would become RHA [8]. This means 0.1 million 
tons of RHA can potentially be produced annually in Malaysia. 
Rice husk (RH) is a waste material that is in abundance in Malaysia. Burnt (open 
and/or controlled) RH needs costly disposal as it can create environmental issues. In 
fact, burning of RH can create air pollution to the environment. Proper burning 
method is important to obtain RHA with high reactive silica content. Modern 
incinerator is designed to avoid environmental problem as caused by open burning. 
Microwave incinerator as one of the modern incinerators is proposed to produce 
amorphous Microwave incinerated Rice Husk Ash (MIRHA) with high pozzolanic 
reactivity thus can significantly enhance concrete properties. This research also 
establishes the optimum replacement percentage of OPC by MIRHA that improves 
the quality of FC. In addition, the use of MIRHA lowers the demand for cement 
production and lessens the environmental pollution caused by cement production. 
Hence, MIRHA not only improves FC properties and durability, but also provides 
substantial economic and environmental benefits. Yet, no comprehensive research has 
been conducted to explore the potential of RHA by investigating its effects on fresh 
and hardened properties and durability of FC. This study attempted to develop FC 
utilizing MIRHA as a CRM. The key properties of FC and their binder mortar 
components are determined in this study. In particular, the effects of MIRHA on 
various properties of different binder foamed are examined. In addition, empirical 
models are developed for the filling ability and compressive strength and hydration 
process of FC. The outcome of this study has extended the scope of FC and thus 
generated new opportunities for the construction industry. 
Due to high water absorption capacity and water retaining effect, RHA 
significantly increases cohesiveness of concrete mixtures, consequently reduces the 
risk of aggregate segregation. Since rice husk ash is highly pozzolanic, at a lower w/c 
RHA concrete has higher strength at early ages compared to the control concrete [9]. 
This positive effect of rice husk ash can be used to compensate for the reduction of 
early strength of concretes partly containing less reactive mineral admixtures such as 
fly ashes [3]. 
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The better a material is understood, the better it can be utilized. With cement-
based materials such as FC, knowledge of the fundamental cement hydration reactions 
and resultant product facilitate design, behaviour prediction, and improved 
performance. Water is an integral part of all cement-based material. It contributes to 
the mixing and placing ability of the material, enables the hydration process, and 
influences material property development. As such, it is worthy of comprehensive 
study, for one will never fully understand cement-based material if one does not have 
a good grasp of the role of water in them. The study of water in FC with rice husk ash 
as pozzolanic material is particularly interesting, for information about the water 
content can be used to follow the behaviour of pozzolanic materials.  
1.2 Problem Statement  
Several kind of CRMs such as fly-ash [10-12], GGBS [13], bottom ash [14], sewage 
sludge ash [15], ultra fine granulated blast-furnace slag, and condensed silica fume 
[16] have proved effective application in since RHA has shown better effects in 
normal concrete, these fore it may add value in FC. However, there are some concerns 
regarding the use of RHA, which may complicate its applications. These problems 
are: 
1. Very high water demand due to refined porous structure of RHA, the particle 
size ranges between 10 and 75 m. When added to a FC mixture, it absorbs 
water into the pores like a sponge. Hence, in order to obtain a workable FC 
mixture, it is necessary to use a considerable proper amount of mixing water. FC 
is more sensitive to water demand than normal concrete. If too little water is 
added to the mixture, the water will not be sufficient for initial reaction of the 
cementitious material and the cementitious material will withdraw water from 
foam, causing rapid degeneration of the foam. If too much water is added 
segregation takes place, causing a variation in density. 
2. Introduction of superplasticizer into a FC mixture can offset the negative effect 
of RHA on workability. The combination of RHA and superplasticizer may 
reduce the water/binder ratio of the concrete mixture, while still retaining 
acceptable workability. However, the compactibility of RHA and 
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superplasticizers well as the effectiveness of their combination has not been 
investigated in detail yet. 
3. While many researchers have discussed specific aspect of the role of water in 
cement-based materials (with and without pozzolanic materials), however the 
detailed study on role of water in FC is missing in the available research. Based 
on the gaps and issues derived from literature review, this study was mainly 
focused to investigate the role MIRHA on the non-evaporable water content in 
the FC. 
1.3 Objectives and scopes of Study 
The effect of adding MIRHA in FC mixtures can be assessed through its influence on 
compressive strength and durability. This research is to evaluate the possibilities of 
using MIRHA for producing structural FC and to examine parameters influencing 
properties of the FC in both fresh and hardened state. In addition it is also to explore 
the behavior of the effect of MIRHA on the hydration process using non-evaporable 
water knowledge.  
Hydration is one the key point, which is not captured specify on the effect of 
potential pozzolanic materials such as MIRHA in FC. Hydration has strong correlated 
with the hardening process in concrete is caused by chemical reaction taking place in 
the cement part of the mixture. The cumulative of these reactions is highly related to 
the non-evaporable water content in the reaction product, and determines hardened 
properties of the concrete mixture.  
The main objectives of this research are: 
1. To determine the composition of material proportion of foamed concrete for 
structural lightweight concrete (the minimum compressive strength of 17 MPa at 
28 days). 
2. To investigate the effects of MIRHA and other constituent on mechanical 
properties of foamed concrete using orthogonal array. 
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3. To identify the effects of MIRHA oh hydration process using the non-evaporable 
water content OD/FI and TGA, Calcium Hydroxide (CH) contents and change in 
non-evaporable water content on MIRHA FC 
4. To develops a correlation of non-evaporable water contents vs. compressive 
strength model for MIRHA-FC. 
The investigation is based on criteria: 
The source of rice husk was taken from rice milling plant, Bernas-Malaysia. Rice 
husk was then burnt in automatic microwave incinerator’s Universiti Teknologi 
PETRONAS to produce MIRHA. Incorporation of MIRHA as CRM in FC was done 
at 5%, 10%, and 15%.  
Portafoam Model Lightweight Concrete Method (LCM) was employed produce 
stable aqueous foam for the production of FC. The foaming agent used was LCM 
consisting of hydrolyzed proteins which was manufactured in Malaysia. 
Analysis of the characteristics of concretes, namely their compressive strength at 
ages 3, 7, 28, 90, 180 days, non-evaporable water by oven dry/furnace ignition 
(OD/FI) at ages 3, 7, 28, 90, 180 days, non-evaporable water by Thermogravimetry 
(TGA) at ages 3, 28, 180 days, dry density at 180 days and porosity at 180 days. 
1.4 Organization of thesis 
Following this introduction chapter, Chapter 2 provides a review of available and 
related literature on invention and exploration in FC properties, material behavior 
(rice husk ash), non-evaporable water and Taguchi Method. Chapter 3 describes the 
research methodology that explains the procedure of all experiment, material 
selection, experimental design and experimental laboratories. Chapter 4 provides 
analysis and discusses that are MIRHA analysis, plastic density and cube strength, 
orthogonal array experimental, the non-evaporable analysis by OD/FI and TGA, 
Calcium Silicate Hydrate (C-S-H) bound water/AFm bound water, CH bound water, 
comparing C-S-H/AFm and CH bound, change in non-evaporable water content due 
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to the presence of MIRHA, degree of hydration of FC, compressive strength versus 
non-evaporable water model, compressive strength versus porosity model, 
compressive strength versus gel space ratio model, comparison of the model, 
optimum FC mix proportion. In chapter 5, conclusions resulting from the 










2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1 General 
The density of concrete can be reduced by replacing some solid material in the mix by 
air void or by using lighter solid materials. There are three categories of lightweight 
concrete, namely, (i) lightweight aggregate concrete, (ii) no-fines concrete. (iii) 
foamed concrete (FC). 
Foamed concrete is a potential material in the construction industry. This chapter 
presents a background and review of FC. It primarily gives the definition and briefly 
describes the characteristics, advantages, applications, and economic aspect of the use 
of FC. Then it provides the basic principles, production approaches, possibilities of 
FC as structural application that focuses on the performance criteria and material 
aspects of FC.  
2.2 Foamed Concrete (FC) 
This material was first patented in 1923 [1], at that time due to lack of specialized 
material and equipment limited its use to non structural application. The development 
phases of FC have gone through significantly. They change in the conceptual 
approach and construction methods for structural purpose, and opened new 
opportunities of design. The definition, characteristics, advantages, applications and 
economy of FC are briefly discussed in the following subsections. 
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2.3.1 Definition and Characteristic of FC 
FC is a porous concrete mixture containing no coarse aggregates. It contains only fine 
sand, cement, water and foam. The steady foams are formed by suitable foaming 
agent produce homogenous [1] void structure in FC mixes. According to ASTM-
C796-97 [17], cementitious material can be used in mixes e.g. portland cement, 
cement-silica, cement-pozzolan, limepozzolan, or lime-silica pastes. In ACI-
committee523 [18] it is stated that alternative aggregate may be added; for example, 
artificial lightweight aggregates such as expanded clay, shale, slate, sintered fly ash, 
perlite, and vermiculite as well as natural lightweight aggregates such as pumice, 
scoria, or tuff. 
FC differs from ordinary concrete with respect to its specific characteristic 
strength and density. For ordinary concrete, the user would specify a certain 
compressive strength and the water/cement would be adjusted to meet the 
specification. When FC is specified, it is normally not only the strength, but also 
density. Compressive strength reduces exponentially with decreasing FC density, 
reflecting the greater quantity of air bubbles present in the cementations 
microstructure [11].  
2.3.2 Advantage and  Application of FC 
FC offers many advantages. Among them are: 
a. The basic contribution of FC to the field concrete technology is the ability to 
vary its density over a wide range. By suitable control in dosage of foam, a wide 
range of densities (400 to 1800 kg/m3) [19] of FC can be obtained for 
application to structural, partition, insulation and filling grades. 
b. Workability, compacting and leveling of FC show that it has good flow ability, 
self-compacting and self-leveling nature and may be pumped.  
c. Flows through and around reinforcing steel under self-weight and eliminates the 
need for vibration equipment or any other means of consolidation. 
d. Reduces noise and improves the construction environment in the absence of 
concrete vibrating equipment.  
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e. Requires fewer laborers for transport and placement of concrete and thus 
becomes more economical. 
f. Eases concrete placement operations, and thus increases constructibility. 
g. Allows the formwork to last longer due to the elimination of vibration 
equipment. 
h. Reduces the heat temperature excellently and high fire resistance due to foam in 
mixes [59] 
i. Foamed concrete has good shock absorption and high impact resistance. 
j. Simplifies the construction of the structures of complicated design due to the 
easement in casting and molding of the complex architectural forms. 
FC has been applied successfully in various applications as an alternative to 
granular fill because FC has the ability to flow easily under its own weight. Several 
application of FC are mentioned in Table 2.1 
Table 2.1 Application of FC 
Structure Location 
U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station 
[20] Vicksburg, Miss. 
Void filling in Heathrow railway tunnel [10] UK 
Void filling in Coombe down mines [10, 21] UK 
Void filling in Harbour [10] Netherlands 
Smart Tunnel [19] Kuala Lumpur 
Kingstone Bridge widening and strengthening [21] UK 
Road construction, Canary Wharf [10] London 
Road base [10] Boston, Holland,  Washington DC, South Dakota 
Road base in Logan International Airport [10] Boston 
Arches Housing application  [10] South Africa 
FC is a porous lightweight concrete. The various economic benefits of FC as 
structural lightweight concrete are: 
a. Structural lightweight concrete has maximum density of two-third of normal 
concrete. This reduces the self weight of the structures and consequently 
imposes smaller loads to the substructure. 
b. One of the most common applications of structural lightweight concrete is in 
bridge redecking where lower dead load is achieved. This often means that 
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bridge widths, traffic lanes, and the thickness of structural slabs can be increased 
while utilizing existing piers, footings, and other structural members. 
c. Substantial cost savings can be realized when less dead load, smaller size 
structural members, less reinforcing steel are being introduced.  
2.3.3 Background and  Basic Principle of FC, Approaches to Obtain FC and 
Possibilities of FC  Lightweight as Structural Material 
The future need for construction materials that are light, durable, simple to use, 
economic and more environmentally sustainable have been identified by foresight 
group around the world [22, 23]. There are plentiful applications where a lower 
density concrete may be proper, functional or enviable particularly when combined 
with other attributes such as improved processing, higher strength to weight ratio, 
enhanced insulation properties, and enhanced acoustic properties. 
Foamed concrete has a surprisingly long history. It was first patented in 1923, 
mainly for use as an insulating material. Even though there is proof that the Romans 
used air entrainers to reduce density, this was not truly a true FC. However, the lack 
of specialized materials and equipment, limited its use to small-scale projects. 
Significant developments over the past 20 years in invention equipment and better 
quality surfactants (foaming agents) has facilitated the use of FC on larger scale. 
The first review on cellular concrete was presented by Valore [1, 24] in 1954, he 
summarized the composition, properties and uses of cellular concrete, irrespective of 
the method of formation of the cell structure. Jones and McCarthy [10] have reported 
the history on use of FC, constituent materials used, its properties, and construction 
application including some projects carried out worldwide. The serviceable properties 
like fire resistance, thermal conductivity and acoustical properties are also 
incorporated in these reviews, while the data on fresh state properties [25], durability 
and air-void system of FC are rather limited. The construction of stable FC mix 
depends on many factors viz. choice of foaming agent, method of foam preparation 
and addition for unvarying air voids distribution, material section and mixture design 
strategies, production of FC, and performance with reverence to fresh and hardened. 
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When foam is added to the base mix, the consistency of FC is reduced, which 
depends on the foam volume added and for a given density on filler type. The values 
of consistency either lower (mixture is too stiff causing the foam to break) or higher 
(slurry becomes too thin to hold the foam resulting in segregation) than normal 
consistency lead to an increase in density. 
The stability of FC is defined as the status of the mix at which the density ratio 
(the calculated density against cast density) is closer to unity, depends on the 
consistency of the base mix, and can be expressed in terms of the water–solids ratio, 
which varies with filler type. 
Superplasticizers are sometimes employed to keep an appropriate workability 
even though it may diminish the stability of foam. Because of the complication of 
modern chemical admixtures, it is impossible to simplify their interactions with foam. 
The preformed foam that is blended with the base material to produce FCs can be 
divided in two categories namely wet foam and dry foam: 
a. Wet foam is produced by spraying a solution of foaming agent (usually 
synthetic) and water over a fine mesh. The foam has large “loose” bubble 
structure and although relatively stable it is not recommended for the production 
of low density (below 1100 kg/m3) foamed material. It is not suitable for 
pumping long distances or pouring to any great depth. 
b. Dry foam [21] is produced by forcing a similar solution foaming agent and 
water through a series of high density restrictions whilst at the same time forcing 
compressed air into a mixing chamber. The bubble size is typically less than 1 
mm in diameter and of an even size. This type of foam is extremely stable and 
these stable properties are passed onto foamed materials when the foam is 
blended with the base materials. 
ASTM-C330 [26] point out that the criteria of structural lightweight concrete is 
that it has compressive strength and density of 17 N/mm2 and 1680 kg/m3 
respectively. Additionally, ACI 213R-87 [27] classifies lightweight concrete for 
structural purpose has density between 1350 and 1900 kg/m3 and has minimum 
strength of 17 N/mm2 (BS EN 206-1/BS 8500). 
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The major contribution of structural lightweight is more into its density 
characteristic rather than the compressive strength performance. This subsequently 
could be used as the requirement for maximum limit of lightweight concrete density. 
However, because only fine aggregate water and foam tend to reduce the concrete 
strength greatly, the specifications require a minimum 28-day compressive strength to 
ensure that the concrete is of structural quality. 
The potential of FC as structural application has been explored by Jones [22] and 
Kearsley [28]. The possibilities FC as structure purpose are mentioned in Table 2.2. 
 
Table 2.2 The study on possibility of FC as structural application 
Item Kearsley Jones 
Special Material used fly ash/cement of 1-4 fly ash/cement of 0.3-1 
Density Casting density : 700-1500 
kg/m3, the correlation of dry 
density versus casting density 
such as dry = 0.868 cast-
55.07 
Casting density :1400-1800 
kg/m3 
Curing regime The sample wrapped in plastic 
after demoulding and 
constantly placed in 
temperature room at 22oC 
The sample wrapped in plastic 
after demoulding and 
constantly placed in 
temperature room at 22oC 
Compressive Strength 2-25 MPa 8-42 MPa 
2.3.4 Material Aspects and Mixture Design for FC 
Foamed concrete mainly consists of cement, only fine aggregate, water, and foam. As 
a rule of thumb a FC is described as having an air content of more than 20% which 
distinguishes it from highly air entrained materials. 
a. Portland cement 
Portland cement is most widely used to produce various types of concrete. It is a 
hydraulic cement, which is produced by pulverizing clinker consisting of calcium 
silicates, and usually containing calcium sulfate as an interground addition [29]. 
Ordinary portland cement (OPC) is the most important cementitious component of 
FC. In addition to OPC, Rapid hardening Portland cement [11] and high alumina 
cement have been used for reducing the setting time and to improve the early strength 
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of FC. After reacting with water, Portland cement also reduces the porosity and 
results in a packed concrete mass leading to low transport properties and good 
durability [30]. 
1. Physical properties 
The physical properties of cement significantly influence the performance of concrete. 
It is also valid for foamed concrete. The cement used for foamed concrete should have 
sound flow and setting properties [31]. It should enhance the fluidity of concrete and 
should be free from false setting due to premature stiffening within a few minutes of 
mixing with water. The cement should possess carefully controlled fineness, and 
should produce low or moderate heat of hydration to control the volume changes in 
concrete [32]. The ASTM [33-35] have specified the physical property requirements 
for various portland cements, which are also useful to choose the proper cement for 
FC. 
2. Chemical composition 
The chemical analysis of Portland cement has revealed that it mostly consists of 
various oxide compounds. The major oxide compounds are lime, silica, alumina, and 
iron. In addition, two minor oxides namely sodium and potassium oxides are of some 
importance, particularly with regard to alkali-aggregate reactions in concrete. In 
addition, magnesia and sulfuric anhydrite can be present, although they are not 
beneficial constituents of cement. The typical chemical composition of Portland 
cement is shown in Table 2.3. The ASTM [29] have specified the chemical 
requirements for different types of Portland cement. These requirements are also 
important to select the appropriate cement for FC. 
Table 2.3 Typical chemical oxide compositions of Portland cement [36] 
Chemical Name Composition Mass Content (%) 
Calcium oxide (lime) CaO 60-69 
Silicon dioxide (silica) SiO2 18-24 
Aluminum oxide (Alumina) Al2O3 4-8 
Ferrous (iron oxides) Fe2O3 1-8 
Magnesium oxide (magnesia) MgO <5 
Sulfur trioxide (sulfuric anhydrite) SO3 <3 
Alkaline oxides (alkalis) Na2O and K2O <2 
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b. Fine Aggregate 
The fine aggregate, a natural siliceous sand is additionally sieved to remove particles 
greater than 2.36 mm, to help improve the FC flow characteristics and stability [22]. 
Nambiar’s study [37] showed that reduced particle size of sand caused an 
improvement in strength of FC. 
c. Water 
The water content for a mix depends upon the material composition and use of 
admixtures and is managed by the consistency and stability of the mix [38]. With 
lower smaller water content, the mix may be too stiff causing foam to break while a 
high water content makes the mix too thin to hold the foam leading to separation of 
foam from the mix and thus segregation occurs [37]. Water cement ratio used ranges 
from 0.3 to 0.45 [10, 39] depending on the cement composition, consistency 
requirements and use of chemical admixtures, while ensuring foam stability.  
d. Foam Type 
Explanation on the generally used natural and synthetic foaming agents have been 
offered by Valore [1], Laukaitis et al [40], Park et al [41]. Most of the earlier 
investigatons used proprietary foaming agents, viz. Neopar [42, 43], Mearlcrete [44], 
Elastizell [45, 46], and Foamtech [11, 12, 47, 48]. Foamed concrete is produced either 
by pre-foaming method or mixed foaming method. Pre-foaming method encompasses 
of producing base mix and stable preformed aqueous foam separately and then 
thoroughly blending foam into the base mix. In mixed foaming, the face active agent 
is mixed along with base mix ingredients and during the process of mixing, foam is 
formed resulting in cellular structure in concrete [49]. The foam must be dense and 
stable so that it stands firm to face  the pressure of the mortar until the cement obtains 
its initial set and a strong skeleton of concrete is built up around the void filled with 
air [50]. Viscosity of liquid stage, surface effects such as Gibbs [the coefficient of 
surface elasticity in static condition was introduced as variable resistance to surface 
deformation during thinning] and Marangoni [the dynamic condition of coefficient of 
surface elasticity] effects, disjoining pressure between neighboring interfaces due to 
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adsorption of ionic and nonionic surfactants and polymers and concentration of 
foaming agents are some of the factors influencing foam steadiness as recognized by 
various researchers [51-53]. 
e. Superplasticizer 
To create workable FC, superplasticizers are also occasionally employed [10] but 
their use in FC can cause instability in the foam [54]. On the other hand, the 
incorporation of superplasticizer by changing influences the hydration process in 
cement paste clearly, especially achieving the rate of hydration [55]. Determination of 
the saturation dosage for various type of superplasticizer is shown in Figure 2.1. 
 
 
SN= Naphthalene sulfonic acid based; SM=Melamine sulfonic acid based;; SC=Polycarboxylic 
acid based; SMN=Melamine– naphthalene based blend 
Figure 2.1 Determination on the saturation dosage for various types of 
superplasticizers [55] 
 
A double layer model [56] explains the SP mechanism of action. This model 
clarifies the electrical repulsion mechanism and helps to understand the definition of 
Zeta potential. Figure 2.2 depicts the detail of the double layer model.  
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Figure 2.2 Double layer model of SP mechanism on action [56] 
f. Design of Foam Concrete Mixes 
Until today, there is no standard method for designing a FC mix. When designing 
FC, a target casting density, sand/cement, and water/cement are chosen and the water 
requirement determined. Using these values and the relative densities of materials, the 
mass of the ingredient and the volume of foam that should be added to obtain the 
required density can be determined. Several studies [18, 57] have been explored to 
accomplish mix design of lightweight FC. The density and the strength of FC have 
linear relationship; the strength can be decreased by changing the constituent 
materials. The principal of mixture design studies of foamed concret are listed in 
Table 2.4. 
Table 2.4 The previous works on FC mixture proportion  
Author Method concept Strength (N/mm2) Density (kg/m
3) 
McCormick [44] Based on solid volume 
calculations 
0.1-26.82 960-1922 (casting 
density) 
ACI-committee523 [18] Based on target density 
calculation 
1.8-24.7 800-1920 (casting 
density) 
Kearsley &Mostert [39] density and volume of FC 4-15 (7 
days) 
600-1100 (dry density)  
Nambiar&Ramamurthy 
[58] 
filler-cement ratio using 
respond surface analysis 
1-18 550-1500 (dry density) 
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There are two equations proposed by Kearsley and Mostert in that study [39] and 










C C(p/c) C(s/c)1000 C(w/c) V
RD RD RD
      (2-2) 
Where : 
 m  =  target casting density (kg/m3) 
 C  =  cement content (kg/m3) 
 w/c  =  water-cement ratio 
 p/c  = pozzolan-cement ratio 
 s/c  = sand-cement ratio 
 w/s =  water-sand ratio 
 Vf  =  volume of foam (liter) 
 RDf  =  relative density of foam 
 RDc  =  relative density of cement 
 RDp  =  relative density of pozzolan 
 RDs  =  relative density of sand 
Additionally ASTM C 796-97 [17] gives a technique of calculation of foam 
volume required to make cement slurry of known water-cement ratio and target 
density.  
2.3.5 Properties of Foamed Concrete  
a. Fresh State Properties 
Fresh FC is only of temporal interest but the strength of foam concrete of given mix 
proportions is very seriously affected by the degree of its workability. Foamed 
concrete which cannot be subjected to compaction or vibration should have flow 
ability and self-compactibility. There were several studies to investigate the fresh state 
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properties of foamed concrete (Table 2.5). The classification of foamed concrete 
based on the spread test was shown in Table 2.6. 
 
Table 2.5 The investigation of fresh state property 
Author Test Result 
Nambiar&Ramamurthy 
[25] 
Flow time using marsh cone and 
flow cone spread tests 
45% of the spread at which a foam 
concrete mix of good stability and 
consistency can be produced 




Water demand of mix constituent 
using ASTM flow table test [59]  
Flow circle diameter in range 220 to 
250 mm 
Jones at all  [60] Spread test It was found that the 200mm spread 
benchmark for flowing concrete. 
 
Table 2.6 Classification of Foam Concrete Based on Spread Percent [25] 
Class Designation Flow values (%) Description 
VL 0-20 Very Low 
L 20-40 Low 
M 40-60 Medium 
H 60-80 High 
VH 80-120 Very High 
b. Density Properties 
As the properties are articulated in terms of dry density, the relationships proposed in 
literature between dry and fresh density are summarized in Table 2.7. 
Table 2.7 Empirical models for density determination [31] 
Reference Equation Remark 
ASTM C 796-97 [17] Dry density = (Wc 
+0.2Wc)/Vbatch 
Wc and V batch are weight of cement and 
volume of batch respectively 
ACI [18] Dry density = 1.2 C + A C and A are weight of cement and aggregate 
in kg per cubic meter of concrete 
Kearsley [28] dry = 0.868cast – 
55.07 
Casting density range of 700 kg/m3 to 1500 
kg/m3. Cement-fly ash mixture of varying Fly 
ash-cement ratio (F/C = 0 to  4) 
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c. Compressive Strength 
The overview of compressive strength of FC with various mixture composition and 
densities as reported in previous work is listed in Table 2.8. 














Mc Cormick [44] 335-446 0.79-2.8 0.35-0.57  800-1800 1.8-17.6 
Tam et al. [61] 390 1.58-1.73 0.6-0.8  1300-1900 1.81-16.72 
Neat cement paste 240-640 (DD) 0.9-1.72 
ACI 523 [62] 
Cement-sand mix 400-560 (DD) 12.11 
Hunaiti [42] - 3 - - 1667 12.11 
Kearsley and 
Booyens [63] Cement-fly ash replacement 1000-1500 2.8-19.9 
Kearsley and 
wainright [11] 193-577  0.6-1.17    
Rahman [64] 362 1 0.6  799 0.82-1.04 
Neat cement 490-660 0.71-2.07 
149-420  0.4-0.45    
Cement-sand/fly ash 1320-1500 0.23-1.1 
Tikalsky et al [65] 
57-149  0.5-0.57    
300  0.5  1000-1400 1.2 
Jones and 
McCarthy [66] 300  1.11-1.56 
1.22-
2.11 1000-1400 3.9-7.36 
500  0.3  1400-1800 10-26 
Jones and 
McCarthy [22] 500  0.65-0.83 
1.15-
1.77 1400-1800 20-43 
Cement-sand 
mix (coarse) 800-1350 (DD) 1-7 
Cement-sand 




fly ash mix 
With filler cement ratio varied 
from 1 to 3 and fly ash 
replacement for sand varied 
from 0 to 100% 
650-1200(DD) 4-19 
S/C: sand-cement ratio; F/C: Fly ash-cement ratio; W/C: water cement ratio; DD: dry density 
Kearsley and Mostert’s studies [67] showed that the compressive strength reduces 
exponentially with a decreasing in density of FC (Figure 2.3).  
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Figure 2.3 Compressive strength as a function FC density [67] 
Investigation that was carried out by Hamidah et al. [68] concluded that other 
factors also affected the FC (e.g. cured FC in water gave higher strength than cured it 
in air; higher sand-cement ration resulted in lower strength of FC; added more cement 
content in the FC increased its strength). For densities higher than 1000 kg/m3, the air-
voids are too far apart to have an influence on the compressive strength, the 
composition of the paste determines the compressive strength [69]. It has been 
reported by Tam et al. [60] that i) the effect of water-cement ratio and air strongly 
affect the strength of FC and, ii) the combined effect should be considered when 
volumetric composition of air-voids approaches that of water voids. The study of 
replacing cement with fly ash [11] indicates that foamed concrete mixes with high fly 
ash content needed a longer time to reach their maximum strength which was 
observed to be higher than that achieved using only cement. When the cement is 
substituted with silica fume, higher compressive strength is obtained in the long term, 
due to their pozzolanic reaction and filler characteristics, with a more marked effect at 
high FC densities. For a given density, the fineness level of sand affects the strength 
and density, the mix proportion with finer size sand resulted in higher strength than 
the mix with coarse sand and the variation is higher at higher density. This higher 
strength to density ratio is recognized to the comparatively uniform distribution of 
pore in FC with fine sand, while the pores are larger and irregular for mixes with 
coarse sand [37, 44].  
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d. Porosity 
Hoff [70] has defined the porosity of cellular concrete made of neat cement paste as 
the partial portion of the total volume equal to air void and evaporable water. The 
Figure 2.4 shows the porosity model of FC suggested by Hoff. This model can be 
constructed in a theoretical of porosity as shown in Equation (2-3).   
c
c w
dc(1+0.20 )n = 1-
(1 k)





Figure 2.4 Foamed concrete model suggested by Hoff [70] 
Where ;  
 n  =  theoretical porosity 
 dc  =  concrete density 
 c  =  specific gravity of the cement 
 w  =  unit weight of water 
 k  =  water/cement ratio (by weight) 
 VT  =  Volume of total 
 Va  = Volume of air 
 Ve  =  Volume of evaporable water 
 Vnw =  Volume of non-evaporable water 
 Vc  =  Volume of cement 
 Vv =  Volume of void 




An experimental study to investigate the porosity of foamed concrete, as 
determined using the Vacuum Saturation Apparatus, was carried out  by Kearsley and 
Wainwright [48]. Then, the porosity was calculated using the following formula [71] 
(Equation (2-4)). Figure 2.5 shows the correlation between porosity and dry density 
where Figure 2.6 the correlation between compressive strength and porosity. 
SA d
SA SW
W -WP =  x 100
W -W  (2-4) 
Where:  
 P  =  Total porosity (%) 
 WSA  =  Weight of saturated surface dry samples in air (g) 
 WSW  =  Weight of saturated surface dry samples in water (g) 
 Wd   =  Weight of oven dry samples (g) 
 
Figure 2.5 The porosity as function of dry density [48] 
 
Figure 2.6 The porosity as function of strength [48] 
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Nambiar [72] has modified Hoff’s model by including sand and fly ash as 




d (1+0.20 S )n = 1-
(1 k)(1 S )ρ γ
 
   (2-5) 
Where;  
 n  =  theoretical porosity  
 dc  =  concrete density 
 c  =  specific gravity of the cement 
 w  =  unit weight of water 
 k  =  water/cement ratio (by weight) 
 Sv  =  filler cement ratio (volume) 
 Sw  = Filler cement ratio (weight). 
2.3.6 Strength Prediction Models 
The strength of foamed concrete is significantly influenced by its pore structure 
characteristic, therefore the volume of all voids that exist in foamed concrete must be 
properly considered, i.e. entrapped air, capillary pores, gel pores, and entrained air. 
These significantly influence the strength of the foamed concrete [70]. There are 
several researchers who developed expressions for predicting strength of foamed 
concrete. The findings are summarized in Table 2.9. 
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Table 2.9 Summary on strength prediction models on FC [72] 
Author Ingredient Strength Model 
Hoff  [70] Cement paste Based on Balshin’s model, single strength-porosity 
relation is possible by combining space occupied by 
evaporable water and air void 
Kearsley and 
Wainright [48] 
Cement paste with 
and without fly ash 
Based on Hoff’s model (extension of Balshin’s 
model), Hoff model can be effectively used to 
predict the compressive strength FC made of 
different fly ash replacement levels and densities at 
different ages 
Tam et al [61] Cement mortar Based on Feret’s and Power’s equation, Feret’s 
formula provides a good relationship with strength. 
The relationship is improved when degree of 
hydration is introduced through power’s gel-space 
ratio  
Nambiar [72] Cement mortar with 
sand and fly ash as 
fine aggregate 
Based on Power’s gel-space ratio concept, For mixes 
with lower density ranges 
Nehdi [20] Cement mortar Based on Neural Network model  
a. Strength-porosity model 
As already deliberated that the porosity have a considerable impact on compressive 
strength of foam concrete. In this study, Balshin’s model was adopted to promote a 
strength-porosity model for foam concrete which can be expressed similar to the 
form. 
y = 0 (1-n)b (2-6) 
 
Where ;  
 y  =  strength of the material which has a given porosity. 
 0  =  intrinsic strength at zero porosity 
 n  =  porosity 
 b  =  varied somewhat but was approximately equal to three  
The combination of theoretical porosity equation between Equation (2-5) and 




















0  (2-7) 
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Tam et al [62] has stated that hydration ratio of water to cement was vary from 
0.18 to 0.23.  In order to simplify the calculation, DoH of 0.2 was used throughout the 
study. It also satisfies the model of Hoff [70], Kearsley and Wainwright [47, 48] and 
Nambiar ‘s model [72], Kearsley and Wainwright [47, 48] and Nambiar ‘s model 
[72].  
b. Gel Space Ratio 
One of the important factors that affects the strength depends on the degree of 
hydration of cement and its chemical and physical properties [30]. It is more correct, 
therefore, to correlate the strength to the percentage solid product of hydration of 
cement in the space available for these products. Gel-space ratio is defined as the ratio 
of volume of hydrated cement paste to the sum of volumes of the hydrated cement 
and of the capillary pores. The product of hydration of 1 ml of cement will be 
assumed to occupy 2.06 ml; not all the hydrated material is gel. As a result, the 
volume of gel is 2.06Vc.  
In the case of cement-sand pozzolan mix, the volume of products formed by the 
pozzolanic reaction is not considered. The space is the total volumes subtract the 
volume equal to solids that will not be hydrated (fillers) and unhydrated volume of 
cement.  





2.06 VGel-space ratio = 






 Vc  = the volume of cement 
 Vfl  = the volume of the fillers per m3 of  FC  
   = the degree of hydration which is assumed as 0.80. 
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2.3 Rice Husk Ash 
This section is focused on pozzolanic material in general, discussing the definition 
and material composition, reaction and reaction rates, and significance of use. There 
are many materials which can be substituted to cement material as mineral 
admixtures. The materials of interest in this work are pozzolanic materials, for 
through their interaction and reaction with the mixture components, they can enhance 
the final product. 
2.3.1 Definition, Composition and Its significance 
Pozzolanic materials are typically defined as cementitious materials that contain silica 
or alumina and silica, when they are ground finely will react chemically with Calcium 
hydroxide, Ca(OH)2, at normal temperature and in the presence of water to form 
insoluble product with cementitious properties [30]. Ramachandran’s study [73] 
showed the general classification of mineral admixture with their chemical and 
mineralogical composition and particle characteristics.  
Definition of pozzolanic reaction is the chemicaly reaction between a pozzolan (S) 
and calcium hydroxide (CH) in the presence of water (H). It can be generalized by the 
simplified equation shown in Equation (2-10) [74]. 
HSCHCHPozzolan   (2-10) 
There are many benefits of using pozzolan material in cement and concrete 
amongst them are:  
a. Their ability to convert calcium hydroxide to calcium silicate hydrate, therefore, 
the capillary voids are either eliminated or reduced in size. This in turn improves 
cement-concrete material such as strength and durability of the hydrated paste.  
b. Pozzolans can also be used as cement replacement material (it is also 
economical since most pozzolans are cheaper then cement they replaced). This 
promotes the use of waste products and thus conserves energy and resource.  
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2.3.2 Characteristic of Rice Husk Ash 
Rice husk ash is produced by incinerating the husks of rice paddy. Rice husk is a by-
product of rice milling industry. Controlled incineration of rice husks between 500oC 
and 800oC produces non-crystalline amorphous RHA. RHA is whitish or gray in 
color. The particles of RHA occur in cellular structure with a very high surface 
fineness. They have 90% to 95% amorphous silica [75]. Due to high silica content, 
RHA possesses excellent pozzolanic activity. 
a. Burning Procedure 
The quality of RHA actually depends on the method of ash incineration and the 
degree of grinding. It also depends upon the preservation of cellular structure and the 
extent of amorphous material within the structure [8]. Burning temperature, time, and 
environment, have different effects on the RHA produced. Table 2.11 shows the 
chemical composition of RHA under different burning temperature. 
Table 2.10 Chemical Composition of RHA under Different Burning Temperatures [9] 
  Temperature (°C) 






























































































0.43        
Burning the RHA with higher temperature will increase the SiO2 content. But it is 
not suggested to burn rice husk above 800°C longer than one hour, because it tends to 
cause a sintering effect (coalescing of fine particles) and is indicated by a dramatic 
reduction in the specific surface [8]. 
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Combustion environment also plays an important role. It should be noted the 
changing of  the rate of oxidation from moderately oxidizing conditions (CO2 
environment) to highly oxidizing conditions (oxygen environment) is responsible for 
the steep drop in the micro porosity and surface area [8]. The effect of the 
combination of various conditions to RHA is shown in Table 2.11. 
Table 2.11 The Effect of Burning Conditions on the Crystal Structure and Surface 
Area of Rice Husk Ash [76] 
Properties of ash 
Burning Temperature Hold Time Environment Crystalline Surface Area m2/g 
1 min 122 
30 min 97 500-600° C 
2 hours 
Moderately 
oxidizing Non crystalline 76 
15 min – 1 hr Moderately oxidizing Non crystalline 100 700-800° C 
> 1 hour Highly oxidizing Partially crystalline 6-10 
> 800° C > 1 hour Highly oxidizing Crystalline < 5 
*150oC (first stage) 1.5 hours  
550oC (second stage) 2.5 hours Flue Gas Filter 
Amorphous and 
partially crystalline  
*The Burning procedure by MIRHA’s Unversiti Teknologi PETRONAS [2] 
At higher temperatures with longer burning times, a crystalline structure is formed 
with a sharp reduction in surface area. This lowers the pozzolanic activity. Figure 2.7 
indicates the ideal time/temperature path to obtain optimum quality rice husk ash with 
a micro-porous and cellular structure which is highly reactive [8]. 
 
Figure 2.7 The Optimum Incineration Condition Curve for obtaining Reactive 
Cellular RHA [8] 
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b. Physical properties 
The physical properties of RHA largely depend on burning conditions. Particularly, 
the period and temperature of burning affect the microstructure and characteristics of 
RHA [8]. The partial burning of rice husks produces black RHA whereas the 
complete burning results in either white or grey RHA [77]. In addition, the 
uncontrolled burning at high temperature produces crystalline RHA, which possesses 
poor pozzolanic property. Conversely, the controlled burning at about 500oC to 
800oC results in non-crystalline or amorphous silica, which shows very high 
pozzolanic activity [8]. The burning condition also affects the relative density of 
RHA. The relative density of grey RHA obtained from complete burning is generally 
2.05 to 2.11 [77, 78]. The RHA particles are mostly in the size range of 4 to 75 µm 
[79]. The majority of the particles pass 45-µm (No. 325) sieve. The mean particle 
diameter typically ranges from 6 to 38 µm [79], which is larger than that of silica 
fume. However, unlike silica fume, the RHA particles are porous and possess 
honeycomb microstructure [80]. Therefore, the specific surface area of RHA is 
extremely high. The specific surface area of silica fume is typically 20 m2/g whereas 
that of non-crystalline RHA can be in the range of 50 to 100 m2/g [6]. 
 
Table 2.12 Physical properties of RHA [81] 
Value 
Property 
Mehta [6] Zhang et al[80] 
Feng et al 
(2004) 
Bui et al 
[82] 
Mean particle size (m) - - 7.4 5 
Specific gravity 2.06 2.06 2.1 2.1 













c. Chemical Composition 
Rice husk ash contains a high amount of amorphous silica, which originally comes 
from the surfaces of the husk [83]. This amorphous silica can be obtained by burning 
rice husk in moderately oxidizing environment at controlled temperature (500oC to 
800oC) for a suitable time length (generally ranging from 15 minutes to 1 hour) [8]. 
The silica content (SiO2) of RHA is ranging between 90 to 95%, which is similar to 
that of silica fume [6]. The typical chemical composition of RHA is given in Table 
2.13. 
Table 2.13 Typical chemical composition of rice husk ash [79] 
Chemical Name Composition 
Silicon dioxide (SiO2) 94.37 
Aluminum oxide (Al2O3) 0.06 
Ferric oxide (Fe2O3) 0.04 
Magnesium oxide (MgO) 0.13 
Sodium oxide (Na2O) 0.08 
Potassium oxide (K2O) 1.97 
Phosphorus oxide (P2O5) 1.19 
Titanium oxide (TiO2) 0.02 
Sulfur trioxide (SO3) 0.01 
Igneous loss 1.18 
For RHA to be used as pozzolan in cement and concrete, it should satisfy 
requirements for chemical composition of pozzolans as per ASTM-C618 [84]. The 
combined proportion of silicon dioxide (SiO2), aluminium oxide (A12O3) and iron 
oxide (Fe2O3) in the ash should be not be less than 70%, and LOI should not exceed 
12% as stipulated in ASTM-C618 [84] requirement. 
2.3.3 Role of RHA in Concrete 
The role of RHA in FC is the same as that in any other concretes. In concrete, the 
RHA mainly serves as a microfiller, pozzolan, and viscosity modifier. The RHA 
particles can fill the voids between the larger cement grains because of their smaller 
size, as shown in Figure 2.8. However, the micro filling ability of RHA is not as 
effective as silica fume. The typical median particle size of RHA is about 7 µm, while 
that of the cement and silica fume is 13 µm and 0.1 µm, respectively [85, 86]. 
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Although RHA is not very fine in particle size, it behaves as a very reactive 
pozzolanic material because of its extreme surface area and high silica content [6]. In 
the presence of water, the RHA actively reacts with Ca(OH)2 liberated during cement 
hydration (pozzolanic reaction) and produces additional calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-
H), as shown in Equation (2-11) and Equation (2-12). 
Hydration reaction: C2S or C3S + H2O → primary C-S-H + Ca(OH)2 (2-11) 
Pozzolanic reaction: Ca(OH)2 + RHA (SiO2) + H2O → secondary C-S-H (2-12) 
 
 
Physical in presence of cement alone 
 
Physical in presence of cement and RHA 
Figure 2.8 Micro-filling effect of RHA [87] 
The pozzolanic reaction product fills the pores between hydrated cement grains 
and results in dense calcium silicate hydrate, as shown in Figure 2.9. Both micro-
filling and pozzolanic effects of RHA play an important role to refine the pore 
structure in bulk paste matrix and interfacial transition zone of concrete. The pore 
refinement occurring due to the secondary reaction between RHA and Ca(OH)2 
makes the microstructure of concrete denser and improves the interfacial bond 
between aggregates and binder paste. As a result, the strength, transport properties 





Figure 2.9 Pozzolanic effect of RHA [87] 
Similar to silica fume, the RHA can also act as a viscosity modifier. Due to 
extreme surface fineness, it increases the water-retaining capacity, and thus enhances 
the viscosity of concrete mixture. 
a. Hydration Mechanism of Paste by RHA 
Clear understanding of RHA paste hydration is significant to explore its ability in 
improving the properties of cement paste, mortar and concrete. The first eight hours 
for hydration process in RHA+OPC paste is similar to the behavior of OPC paste with 
the growth of calcium hydroxide (Ca(OH)2). Hwang and Chandra [8] mentioned that 
the penetration resistance during this period may be primarily due to the formation of 
Ca(OH)2 crystals. The formation of Ca(OH)2 at the surface of RHA may be due to its 
adsorption by cellular structure of RHA. In such case the bleeding water will 
significantly be reduced. The adsorbed water enhances the pozzolanic reaction inside 
the inner cellular spaces and the paste gains significant strength. After 40 hours, the 
pozzolanic reaction further binds Si in RHA with Ca(OH)2 to form C-S-H gel and 
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solid structures (Figure 2.10). This means that RHA fills the finer pores and reduces 
the permeability, which is beneficial to the durability [8]. 
 
Figure 2.10 Schematic Drawing of the Hydration of Cement Paste with RHA [88] 
b. Modification of Micro-pores Structure 
The addition of pozzolanic materials affects both strength and permeability of 
concrete by strengthening the aggregate-cement paste through pozzolanic reaction. 
This phenomenon is shown in Figure 2.11. It is drawn that the pozzolanic reaction 
modifies the micro pores structure. The products formed due to the pozzolanic 
reactions occupy the empty spaces in concrete which thus become densified. The 
porosity of cement paste is then reduced, and subsequently the pores are refined. 
Mehta [6] has shown significant reduction in the porosity of cement paste with RHA 
additions and refinement in the pore structure. Pozzolanic reaction is a slow process 
and proceeds with time [8]. 
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Figure 2.11 Mechanism of void filling and transition zone strengthening effect of 
RHA [8] 
c. Use in Lightweight Concrete 
High strength lightweight concretes with compressive strength values up to 61 
N/mm2 at 90 days and a dry density lower than 1750 kg /cm3 can be made using 
expanded clay lightweight aggregate, rice husk ash and superplasticizer in the 
mixture. These mixtures have high workability and no segregation [89].  
The use of RHA in concrete was accelerated after Mehta’s findings in 1973 [6]. 
Rice husk ash has the potential for making light weight aggregate [90] with low bulk 
density of 0.20–0.40 g/cm3. The properties of LWA concrete are improved with the 
increased in fineness of RHA. The RHAs with 12% and 5% retained on sieve No. 325 
give better LWA concrete than the as-received RHA. However, the use of RHA to 
produce foamed concrete has not been reported. 
2.3.4 Characteristic of RHA by X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) and by X-Ray 
Fluorescence (XRF) 
Routine XRD-mineralogy profiles can provide qualitative and semi quantitative 
records of shifts in the source of sedimentary components to a sequence. XRD mainly 
displays information on autochthonous and authigenic minerals, but can give some 
indication of the abundance of amorphous silica phases. Set up with routine data 
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collection, XRD is a rapid, accurate technique which can process 40 samples per day 
using an automated sample changer [91]. 
Each mineral is defined by a crystal lattice with characteristic diffraction 
properties resolved by x-rays. The Angstrom d-spacing of certain crystallographic 
lattice directions show up as relative peak (area) heights on the diffractogram (usually 
in mm) in a fixed relationship to the 2θ (two-theta) angle of the scintillator counter as 
defined by Bragg’s law of diffraction [91]. Using calibrated peak area intensities of 
the major peak, the proportion of mineral species in a profile can be given with about 
+ 5% at least for minerals which constitute more than 5% of the bulk sample. 
Generally, corundum is used as the reference mineral for intensity and for d-spacing 
[91]. 
Figure 2.12 shows that based on Bragg’s law, nλ = 2dsinθ, by controlling the 
wavelength with vary and continuously measure the incident angle, it will leave only 
the lattice plane spacing as variable. So whenever a constructive interference is 
observed, at that point a fundamental spacing parameter for the mineral of interest can 
be calculated [92]. 
 
Figure 2.12 Geometry of X-Ray Reflection [87] 
The amorphousness degree of material samples can be judged by the intensity or 
average height of the diffused band between 15° and 26° values of 2θ, using x-rays 
generated from a copper target and nickel filter [93]. Figure 2.13 shows the XRD 
result obtained from various samples of RHA. RHA A and RHA B show the 
amorphous characteristic of samples, whereas the maximal value of quartz could be 
recorded in the other samples. The presence of quartz shown by the XRD of RHA C 
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was probably due to the longer duration burning or could also be attributed to the 
contamination of sand particles from the pit of burning location [94]. 
 
Figure 2.13 XRD Graphs from Various Samples of RHA [94] 
X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF) is named as the process of emissions of characteristic 
x-rays. When a primary x-ray excitation source from an x-ray tube or a radioactive 
source strikes a sample, the x-ray can either be absorbed by the atom or scattered 
through the material. The process in which an x-ray is absorbed by the atom by 
transferring all of its energy to an innermost electron is called the "photoelectric 
effect." During this process, if the primary x-ray had sufficient energy, electrons are 
ejected from the inner shells, creating vacancies. These vacancies present an unstable 
condition for the atom. As the atom returns to its stable condition, electrons from the 
outer shells are transferred to the inner shells and in the process it gives off a 
characteristic x-ray whose energy is the difference between the two binding energies 
of the corresponding shells. Because each element has a unique set of energy levels, 
each element produces x-rays at a unique set of energies, allowing one to non-
destructively measure the elemental composition of a sample. Analysis using x-ray 




Figure 2.14 X-Ray Fluorescence Process [95] 
Figure 2.14 reveals that when a radiation from x-ray tube or radioisotope coming, 
an electron in the K shell is ejected from the atom by an external primary excitation x-
ray, creating a vacancy. An electron from the L or M shell fills the vacancy with 
movement like "jumps in". In the process, it radiates a characteristic x-ray unique to 
this element and in turn, produces a vacancy in the L or M shell. This process allows a 
measurement of elemental composition of a sample [95]. Table 2.10 shows the XRF 
analysis result of RHA with different burning temperature. From, it can be identified 
that the increment of burning temperature has an effect on to the amount of silica 
produced from rice husk. XRF analysis indicates that at lower burning temperature, 
the amount of SiO2 produced is smaller in amount compare to the higher temperature. 
However, as it has been described before, burning RHA with high temperature for a 
long period will result in a crystalline state of RHA. 
2.3.5 The Influence of RHA on Micro Properties  
RHA is an active Pozolan that will react with calcium hydroxide to form Calcium 
silicate hydrate (CSH). CSH products will give effect to micro properties in concrete. 
Effects of micro properties described as follows: 
a. Porosity Properties 
Figure 2.15 is evident that RHA decreases in the total porosity is caused the change 
occurring in the pore size distribution as a result of using RHA which could react with 
the calcium hydroxide to form C-S-H gel [96]. The other side, the effect of 
pozzolanicity of RHA has intensification mechanism on concrete confirmed that the 
average pore size of concrete incorporating RHA is decreased compared to that of 
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control concrete [96]. However, the percentage level of RHA more than 30%  shown 
porosity increase due to more absorption water from pore structure of RHA and to 
make disordered void distribution enhancing porosity system. 
 
 
Figure 2.15 Pore analysis of cement paste incorporating RHA [96]. 
b. Autogenous Shrinkage  
GR de Sensale’ study shows that with low water binder ratio RHA has significantly 
reduced autogenous deformation. The evident of this phenomenon is depicted in 
Figure 2.16 
 





c. Non-Evaporable Water 
Determining the effect of RHA on non-evaporable water is a difficult task, since 
interpretation of non-evaporable water measurement result is complex. The 
information on the effect of RHA on non evaporable water is limited. Figure 2.17 
shoulds that the incorporation of 10% RHA reduced the amount of non-evaporable 
water [80].  
 
Figure 2.17 Non-evaporable water content in paste [80]. 
 
d. Calcium Hydroxide 
The RHA pozzolanic reaction is similar with all pozzolanic materials, in those 
pozzolanic materials the siliceous components in the RHA react with calcium 
hydroxide from the cement hydration to form calcium silicate hydrates. As a reference 
[98, 99], addition of RHA perhaps can be recognized to form C-S-H gel due to the 
reaction which occurs between RHA and Ca2+, OH- ion or Ca(OH)2 in hydrating 
cement. The decreasing of Ca(OH)2 that is caused by increasing RHA level can be 
seen in Figure 2.18.  
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Figure 2.18 Amount of Ca(OH)2 in hardened cement pastes [100] 
2.4 Chemically Bound Water 
The hardening process in concrete is caused by chemical reaction taking place in the 
cement part of the mixture. The cumulative of these reactions is highly related to the 
non-evaporable water content in the reaction product, and determines hardened 
properties of the concrete mixture. Structural lightweight FC often contain 
cementitious material in addition to OPC that enhances strength and durability. These 
cementitious materials can transform the rate of reaction and thus the development of 
mechanical properties. 
This section provides a general overview and discussion of water contained FC, 
which is essentially cement-based material. The first main section provides a brief 
introduction to cement hydration, focusing on the structure of the hydrated products. 
The next section discusses the location of the water within these hydrated products 





2.4.1 Cement Hydration Reactions 
Portland cement is an anhydrous mixture of oxides combined to form four primary 
compounds: tricalcium silicate (C3S), dicalcium silicate (C2S), tricalcium aluminate 
(C3A) and tetracalcium aluminoferrite (C4AF). 
The general forms of the reactions are shown in Equation ((2-13) through (2-16) 
[30].  
2C3S+6H  C3S2H3 +3CH (2-13) 
2C2S+4H  C3S2H3 +CH (2-14) 
C3A+6H  C3AH6  (2-15) 
2C4AF+2CH +10H C3FH6 + C3AH6 (2-16) 
The main products of the hydration process are the calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H) 
and calcium hydroxide (Ca(OH)2). 
2.4.2 State of Water in Concrete 
In conjunction with their original model of the structure of hardened cement paste, 
Powers and Brownyard [101] also proposed a classification system for the location of 
the water within the paste. Overall, they divided the water into three main categories; 
the chemically bound water, water bound by surface forces, and capillary water. The 
chemically bound water describes that water which has been chemically combined in 
the cement hydrates. In other words, the water is combined with one or more of the 
cement compounds to form an entirely new solid product. This water can be bound in 
hydroxides, held by covalent bonds, or bound by hydrogen bonds. The water bound 
by surface forces is that which is adsorbed onto the surfaces of the hydrates and held 
by Van der Waal’s forces. The capillary pore network center as described by Powers 
and Brownyard [101] is the type of water that is in the space beyond the range of 
surface-forces of the solids [101].  
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For the purpose of clarity, the remainder of this thesis will adopt the three part 
water system described above. The term “capillary water” will encompass that water 
in both the micro and mega-capillary pores. An alternate phrasing for capillary water 
is “free water.” The terms “gel water” or adsorbed water” will be used as general 
terms to describe any water in/adsorbed to the gel, including the water within the 
interlayer spaces and that adsorbed on the surfaces of the gel layers. If further 
distinction is necessary, the two subtypes of adsorbed water will be referred to as 
“interlayer water” and “surface adsorbed water.” The phrase “chemically bound 
water’ will imply the water that has participated in the hydration reaction and is 
chemically bound within the hydrates. Chemically bound water may also be referred 
to as “bound water or “chemically combined water”. A summary of these distinctions 
is presented in Figure 2.19. 
TOTAL WATER
CAPILLARY WATER GEL WATER CHEMICALLY BOUND WATER








EVAPORABLE WATER NON-EVAPORABLE WATER




Figure 2.19 The Charts of Terminology for state of water [102] 
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2.4.3 Measurement of Water 
The quantification of water is useful and relevant in the study of cement based 
materials. Since there are many different ways to calculate the water contents and 
numerous details requiring mention, this entire chapter is dedicated to describe 
methods to measure water in cement-based material. 
a. Drying/Ignition Methods 
The most common methods of establishing water contents in cement-based materials 
are based on drying followed by ignition. These methods first remove the targeted 
water type and then weight the mass loss upon removal of the balance. There are three 
methods to conduct the drying methods namely: P-Drying, D- Drying and Oven 
Drying. Each method has specific procedure, drying time, ignition temperature and 
time. 
The term P-Drying is a shorthand notation for the drying method using 
magnesium perchlorate as desiccant, and to determine both evaporable water and non-
evaporable water contents. The first researchers to explore this method were Power 
and Brownyard [102] in 1948. According to their procedure, a sample of cement paste 
is dried to constant mass at 23oC in vacuum desiccator with anhydrous perchlorate. 
The water removed during this process is identified as the evaporable water. To 
calculate the non-evaporable water content, the remaining material is heated, in one 
gram portions, at 1000oC for 15 minutes. The sample is than cooled before being 
weighed, and then heated again for five minutes to ensure the completeness of the 
ignition. The loss of mass during the ignition process is defined as the non-evaporable 
water content in material.  
Copeland and Hayes [103] in 1953 continued the development method for 
determining evaporable and non evaporable water content, and thus subtly changed 
the definitions of the water classifications. “D-drying” in basically incorporating dry 
ice in the procedure. In accordance with Copeland and Hayes, [103] cement paste 
samples should be prepared for D-Drying in a CO2- free cabinet. The samples are 
therefore dried in air that is in equilibrium with ice at -79oC for five to-seven days or 
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until the mass loss is less than one mg per gram of sample in day. The mass loss until 
equilibrium is considered equal the evaporable water. The dried samples are then 
ignited in 1050oC furnace for 30 minutes, weighed, placed back in the furnace for 10 
minutes and then weighed again. If the two ignited masses are equal the ignition 
process than it is considered completed. If not, the sample is reignited a third time. 
Oven drying is used by Giertz-Hedtrsoom [102] in 1931 (as Citied in Danielsoon, 
1974) [102]. In the oven drying procedure, the samples were placed in an oven in 100 
to 110oC for duration of 3 to 20 hours and allowed to reach constant mass. After 
drying, they were weighed ignited in 1050oC furnace for one to two hours, cooled for 
an hour, and then weighed again. 
The procedure of the various drying/ignition methods, as performed by different 
researches, is summarized in Table 2.14. 
Table 2.14 Summary of Drying/Ignition Procedures to quantify wn [102] 





Powers et al  P-Drying Constant mass 1000 20 mins -5 gram sample size 
Copeland et 
al) 
D-Drying 5-7 days 1050 30 
mins+10 
check 
- 5 to 6 gram sample 
size 
- CO2 free drying 
Helmuth et al  D-Drying Constant mass N/A N/A - dried slab samples 
- ignited 1 gram 
samples 
Locher  D-Drying N/A 1000 N/A  
Mills Oven, 100oC N/A 1000 N/A 70 gram samples 
Danielson  Oven, 105oC 3+days to 
constant 
1050 1 hour - self-contained 
apparatus 
- 100L/hr air stream 
in oven 
Taylor  Oven, 105oC N/A 1100 N/A - equilibrated over 
LiCi first 
- ignition in N2 
Kjellsen  Oven, 105oC 20+hours 1000 1.25 hours 15 gram sample 
Snyder et al  Oven, 110oC overnight 950 3+hours - methanol flushed 
sample 
Pinto et al  Oven, 105oC 12+hours 1050 2+hours - methanol flushed 
sample 
Hobb  Oven, 105oC 12+hours 1050 3+hours - 10 gram sample and 
methanol flushed 
sample 




For additional information, deservedly before the mix sample was investigated, 
the losses on ignition (LOIs) of the component materials (i.e. cement, fine aggregate, 
MIRHA) should be provided. Figure 2.20 shows a schematic illustration of the 
measurements from the OD/FI procedure. 
In all cases, the average LOI of each component material (designated Lx, where 
the subscript x refers to the type of material was calculated by averaging the 
individual LOIs of at least six separate samples of that material. Equation (2-17) 
shows the calculation for the average LOI of cement. (The LOIs for the other 

















ilcL  (2-17) 
Where  
 Lc  =  average LOI of cement 
 Lc,I  =  LOI of the ith cement sample 
 mc,105,I  =  mass of the ith cement sample after oven drying 
 mc,1050,i  =  mass of the ith cement sample after furnace ignition 
The equation (as derived below) combined the data from the OD/FI procedure (i.e. 
the sample masses after drying and after ignition, and the LOIs of the component 
materials) with the aforementioned assumptions to yield a value for non evaporable 
water content. 
As dictated by the OD/FI procedure, the sample is weight after the oven drying 
stage and after the furnace ignition stage. The result of FC measurements are shown 








p’ =(1-p Lp) p
f’ = (1-f Lf) f
c Lc





 wn  =  non-evaporable water content 
 p =  initial pozzolan 
 f  =  initial fine aggregate 
 c =  initial cement content 
 Lp  =  LOI of pozzolan 
 Lf  =  LOI of fine aggregate 
 Lc =  LOI of cement 
Figure 2.20 Schematic results from the OD/FI Procedure for Mortar with Pozzolanic [102] 
Figure 2.20 can be represented in equation form as follows: 
M105  = wn +p+f+c (2-18) 




The division of equation (2-18) by equation (2-19) yields  
105 n
1050 p f c
m w +p+f+c=
m p(1-L )+f(1-L )+c(1-L )
 (2-20) 
which can be written in terms of wn as 
 105n p f c
1050
mw = p(1-L )+f(1-L )+c 1-L -p-f-c
m
 
    
 
 (2-21) 
If equation (2-21)is then normalized by c, the result is 
     105n p f c
1050
mw p f p f= 1-L + 1-L + 1-L - - -1
c m c c c c
          
          
         
 (2-22) 
This can also be written as  
     105n p f c
1050
mw = h 1-L +g 1-L + 1-L -h-g-1
c m
       
 (2-23) 
Where  
 g  =  f/c 
 h  =  p/c 
The corresponding equation for a FC mortar with pozzolanic materials is thus: 
     105n p f c
1050
mw = h 1-L + 1-L + 1-L -h-1
c m
       
 (2-24) 
b. Thermogravimetry methods (TGA) 
Thermogravimetry method is another common method for calculating water content 
in cement-based material which has similar in concept to the drying/ignition methods 
presented TGA basically, in that removes water from the samples via heating. The 
difference of TGA with Drying method that the TGA continuous procedure, recording 
mass loss throughout the heating cycle rather than just at the end points of drying and 
ignition. The gain of the TGA method is that it is accomplishes in a controlled 
environment (and not necessarily in air) to minimize carbonation, and it yields 
continuous mass change data. The main disadvantage of TGA is that it can only be 
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done on a very small sample size (approximately 5-10 mg), which may not necessary 
be representative of larger masses of the material. As a result, TGA is nearly always 
performed on cement paste or even just cement components, rather than on mortar or 
concrete. 
1. TGA/DTG 
Following the basic procedure, a small sample (on the order of mg size) is placed on a 
balance, and the balance is zeroed. The sample is then heated, most commonly at a 
linier rate less than 20oC/min, to the temperatures of 800-1000oC. During the heating 
process, the mass loss of the sample is recorded a set number of times each second or 
minute, to yield a (nearly) continuous mass loss curve (call the TG curve). These 
result are often expressed as a percentage of the mass of the original sample and it is a 
function of temperature. In addition, the mass loss results are often supplemented by 
differential mass loss data (known as DTG, for differential thermogravimetry) that 
more clearly depict the peaks of mass loss at specific temperatures. An example of the 




















































Table 2.15 lists a summary of TGA procedural parameters discussed above in this 
section. As before, a “N/A” entry in table means that the value was unreported. 











El-Jazairi  et 
al (1977, 
1980) 
N/A 21 15 (+30 min 
isothermis) 
1007 First dried in 105oC 
oven 
Halse et al 
(1984) 
N/A 21 N/A 800 Heating in N2 
Parrot et al 
(1984) 
20 105 2 750 or 950 First dried in 33% RH 
Heating in N2 
Feldman 
(1983) 
20 100 20 1000  
Taylor (1985) 45 N/A 10 N/A Heating in N2 
Wei et al 
(1985) 
N/A 100 10 950 First dried in 38oC oven 
Berry et al 
(1989) 
N/A N/A 10 1000 First acetone ground, 
then dried ton constant 
mass at 60oC 
Everything in N2 
(An “N/A” entry in table means that the value was unreported) 
 
2. Temperature ranges for water removal 
One the significant advantage of TGA procedure is that it enables continuous mass 
change measurements during heating. Since the various classifications of water are 
removed over different temperature ranges, TGA data can be used to classify and 
quantify the water in a hydrated sample. This section discusses some of water 
classifications and the temperatures ranges over which the water is considered to be 
removed. Differences in measurement technique may contribute to discrepancies the 
results found by different researchers. 
Evaporable water 
Evaporable water is universally considered to be removed at temperature up to about 
105oC [104]. As a result, most oven/furnace procedures conduct the drying stage in an 




C-S-H bound water 
The temperature range for the removal of C-S-H chemically bound water is highly 
questionable. In general, the majority of the C-S-H water is considered to have been 
about 100 and 400oC, but what happens after 400oC has not yet been resolved. The 
reported temperature ranges for C-S-H bound water removal is shown in Table 2.16. 
Table 2.16 Reported temperature ranges for C-S-H bound water removal 
Researcher (s) Temperature range (oC) 
Loss mass in 
temperature range 
(%) 
El-Jazairi and Illston 
(1977) 
105 and 398 N/A 
Parrot, Patel, and Killoh 
(1984) 
100 and 400 N/A 
Smith (1994) < 800oC, C-S-H water was removed 
gradually and was not complete until 
800oC 
N/A 
Taylor (1997) 100 and 400oC, C-S-H water was 
removed gradually and was not 
complete until 900oC 
80% 
CH bound water 
The temperature range for the removal of CH bound water is far less controversial 
than that of the C-S-H bound water. Indeed, as is clear in Table 2.17. The results 
reported by different researchers are fairly comparable. The temperature range of CH 
bound water is much narrower than C-S-H water removal. In TGA data, this CH 
bound water loss is evident as a sharp drop in TG curve, starting after about 400oC. 
Such behavior is apparent in Figure 2.21. 
Table 2.17 Reported Temperature ranges for CH bound waster removal [102] 
Researcher (s) Temperature range (oC) 
El-Jazairi and Illston (1977) 440-580 
Parrot, Patel, and Killoh (1984) 425 
Wei, Grutzek, Roy (1985) 450-510 
Taylor (1985) 425-500 
Smith (1994) > 400 






When CO2 dissolves in the pore water of hardened cement paste, the CO2 will react 
with the CH to form calcium carbonate (CaCO3). Another mass loss evident in TGA 
data is result decomposition of calcium carbonate, and thus not of water removal at 
all. The reported temperature range for decomposition is shown in Table 2.18. 
Table 2.18 Reported temperature ranges for decomposition [102] 
Researcher (s)  Temperature range (oC) 
El-Jazairi and Illston (1977) 580-1007 
Taylor (1985) 650-750 
AFm bound water 
AFm is the usual shorthand notation for hydrated aluminate, ferrite and monosulfate 
phase. As such, the AFm phases contain bound water, which is removed during the 
TGA heating process. 
Quantitative Analysis of Calcium Hydroxide Content Using TG results 
The total amount of Ca(OH)2 in the test specimen should be corrected [71, 105] due to 
the fact that the CO2 reacts with the Ca(OH)2 to form calcium carbonate (CaCO3) as 
follows: 
   2
74 74Ca(OH) A B
18 44
       
   
 (2-25) 
Where:  
 A =   Area under the DTG curve corresponding the total mass lost 
due to the dehydroxylation  
 B =  Area under the DTG curve total mass lost due the 
decarbonation reaction 




Correction for Calcium Hydroxide Content in OPC/MIRHA Mixes 
CH content replaced by pozzolanic could be lower because of lower cement content 
or the pozzolanic reaction that consumes CH of the enhancement in cement hydration 
in the presence of pozzolanic material. Hence, in this study, a normalized CH content 





CH   (2-26) 
Where:  
 CH pure(t)  =  the CH content of the pure pastes at any time (t) 
 CH(t)   = the CH measurement combining pozzolanic material 
 mc   = the mass fraction of the cement in the binder.  
Neithalath’s study [105] showed that comparing with pozzolanic material the 
CHnormal values for the pastes with VCAS and SF. It can be seen in Figure 2.22. 
 
Figure 2.22 CH normal values of VCAS ad SF [105]  
 
















  (2-27) 
Where : 
 i = Hydration at age (i) 
 FH =  Full Hydration 
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2.4.4 Change in Non-Evaporable Water Content Due to the Presence of A 
Cement Replacement Material (CRM) 
The definition of change in non-evaporable water content is an effect of adding 
cement replacement material (CRM) that causing non-evaporable water (wn) to 
increases or decreases because the special reaction of CRM. Determining the change 
in non-evaporable water content due to the addition of a cement replacement material 
is not easy to experimentally because associating of water with the reaction of the 
replacement material is complicated to separate from that of cement hydration.  
In this section, a simple model is presented Nathan [106] to isolate the change in 
wn due to the addition of a cement replacement material. The total non-evaporable 
water (wn)T of a cement paste incorporating cement replacement materials can be 
showed as:  
(wn)T = (wn)cmc + (wn)rmr (2-28) 
Where (wn)c and (wn)r are the non evaporable water contents of the cement and 
replacement material respectively, and mc and mr, are their mass fraction. If the 
replacement material is purely a filler, then (wn)r=0. A cement replacement material in 
a paste system might make possible an enhancement in the hydration of the available 
cement grains in addition to its own hydration. According to a case, the non-
evaporable water content of the cement can be explained as: 
(wn)c= (wn)c-0 +(wn)c-r (2-29) 
Where (wn)c-0 is the non evaporable water content of a cement paste with no CRM 
and (wn)c-r is the non evaporable water content as result of the improvement in cement 
hydration due to the presence of the replacement material. If the equation 
(wn)c=(wn)c−0, when there is no replacement material present in the system. 
Substitution Equation (2-29) to Equation (2-28) can be stated as: 
(wn)T = [(wn)c-0 +(wn)c-r ]mc+ (wn)r.mr (2-30) 
The above equation can be restated as: 
(wn)T - (wn)c-0mc = (wn)c-r mc+ (wn)rmr (2-31) 
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The right hand side of Eq. (2-29) gives an term for the change in non-evaporable 
water content in a modified paste (Δwn)r as a result of the hydration of the cement 
replacement material and the enhancement in hydration of the cement grains resulting 
from the presence of the replacement material. 
(Δwn)r = (wn)c-r mc+ (wn)rmr (2-32) 
(Δwn)r provides an indication of the combined effects of enhancement in cement 
hydration due to increased effective w/c in a paste modified with a filler, and the 
secondary hydration in a paste modified with a pozzolanic material. Since all the 
terms in the left hand side of Eq. (2-31) are known, determination of (Δwn)r is 
straightforward. For a plain paste, (Δwn)r will always be zero. It should be noted here 
that (Δwn)r does not separate the individual effects of enhancement in hydration and 
secondary reaction. 
2.4.5 The Model of the Degree of Hydration of Pastes with More Than One 
Cementing Material 
In pastes including one or more cement replacement materials; calculation of cement 
hydration and the replacement material reaction is made more complex by the same 
reason that was given in an earlier section that it is difficult to separate the chemically 
combined water contents fixed with both the reactions.  
Nathan’s work [106] has proposed the modeling of the degrees of hydration of 
cement and the replacement material. Using an equation of the form similar to Eq. 
(2-28) for the combined degree of hydration of the paste (αT) incorporating the 
replacement material.  
()T = cmc+ rmr (2-33) 
Where, αc and αr are the degrees of hydration of the cement and the replacement 
material respectively. The degree of hydration of the non-evaporable water contents is 
presented as results in Eq. (2-33). It can be stated as: 
n c n r
T c r
n c-¥ n r -¥
(w ) (w )
α = m + m
(w ) (w )
   















(wn)T−∞, (wn)c −∞, and (wn)r−∞ are the ultimate non-evaporable water contents (at 
complete hydration) of the mixture, plain cement, and the replacement material 
respectively. Substituting Eq. (2-29) in Eq. (2-34) gives: 
n c-0 n c-r n r
c r
n c- n r-
(w ) +(w ) (w )
αT= m + m
(w ) (w ) 
   
   
  
 (2-36) 
From Eq. (2-31), (wn)c − r can be expressed as: 
n r r
n c-r n c-0 n r
c c





Substituting Eq. (2-37) in Eq. (2-36) and rearranging the terms give αT as: 
 
n T
T n r r
n c- n r- n c-
(w ) 1 1
α (w ) m
(w ) (w ) (w )  
 
   
 
 (2-38) 
The above term is a summarizing means of representing the combined degree of 
hydration of pastes containing cement replacement materials. This equation accounts 
for the development in the degree of hydration, which may be the result of a higher 
effective w/c when non-reactive fillers are used, and the degree of hydration of the 
supplementary cementing material. This expression could be customized to account 
for more than one cement replacement material. 
2.5 Taguchi Method 
Taguchi method is a statistical method developed by Genichi Taguchi during the 
1950s [107] as an optimization process technique. The parameter design in Taguchi’s 
method design provides the design engineer with a systematic and efficient method 




There are number technical advantages of Taguchi method to help as design 
experimental i.e.: Reducing the number of experiment; Exploring the degree of 
influence of each factor and the optimum setting condition; its extra advantage is that 
the most advantageous working conditions determined from the laboratory work can 
also be reproduced in the real production environment. 
2.5.2 Application 
The Taguchi approach experimental design that is used to investigate the concrete is 
shown in Table 2.19. This method significantly helps to achieve the objective of this 
study. 
Table 2.19 The application Taguchi’s method in concrete material 
Title of Study Significance Finding 
Investigating mix proportions of high 
strength self compacting concrete (SCC) 
by using Taguchi method [108] 
Optimum mix-design high strength SCC 
A Taguchi approach for investigation of 
some physical properties of concrete 
produced from mineral admixtures [109] 
Applied to physical properties of high 
strength concrete to save energy, time, and 
material in experimental study 
Performance of lightweight concrete with 
silica fume after high temperature [110] 
The level of importance of these 
parameters on mechanical properties was 
determined. 
2.5.3 The Procedure of Taguchi’s method 
There are several steps in a systematic approach to the use of Taguchi's parameter 
design methodology [111]. The first step is problem recognition and formulation, this 
step to acquire a good understanding of the problem and the objective of the 
experiment. Secondly, select quality characteristic that the appropriate quality 
characteristic(s) to measure the experimental results. Thirdly, select design or process 
parameters\, this step is to learn more the design or process parameters which are 
believed to influence the quality characteristic of interest. Fourthly, classify design 
parameters into control, noise and signal factors, control parameters are those which 
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can be controlled fairly easily under standard conditions, noise factors are those which 
cannot be controlled or are expensive to control during normal or standard conditions. 
Signal factors are those which are used for process tuning or adjustments. Fifthly, 
determine levels of design or process parameters determine the number of test levels 
for the design or process parameters (two or three levels are commonly used). Sixthly, 
choose appropriate orthogonal array (OA), select most suitable OA from standard OA 
designs and assign design parameters and their interactions to various columns of the 
chosen OA. Seventhly, conduct experiments; execute the experiment based on pre-
prepared experimental layout showing all the experimental trial conditions. Eighthly, 
perform statistical analysis, determine the best design parameter settings, predict the 
optimal condition, and establish confidence interval for the predicted response or 
quality characteristic. Finally step is perform a confirmatory experiment and 
implement results, a confirmatory experiment is performed to verify the optimal 
settings of design parameters and to see whether or not the optimal condition derived 
by the experiment actually yields an improvement in product quality, yield or 
performance. If the results from the confirmatory experiment are confirmed, a specific 
action on the product or process must be taken for improvement. On the other hand, if 
unsatisfactory results are achieved, further investigation of the problem may be 
required. Summarizing of the procedure is shown Figure 2.23 
 
Figure 2.23 The procedure of Taguchi method 
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2.5.4 Orthogonal Array 
Orthogonal Arrays signify a flexible matrix of combinational arrangements useful for 
conducting experiments to determine the optimum mix of a number of factors in a 
product to maximize or to minimize the yield, and in the construction of a variety of 
designs for various experiments. Orthogonally means that factors can be evaluated 
independently of one another; the effect of one factor does not bother the estimation 
of the effect of another factor.  
The Orthogonal array (OA) experimental design method was selected  to achieve 
the experimental plan, L16(45), which is one of the standard experimental plans 
improved by Taguchi [112] (see Table 2.20), the details of the method to obtain 
orthogonal array tables can be found in Taguchi’s book titled “A primer on the 
Taguchi method”[107]. These ready-made orthogonal array tables have been 
successfully used in many areas.  
In Table 2.20, the numbers to right of each row is called the experiment number 
or perform. parameter value with code FC, and ranges in value from 1 to 16; the 
vertical alignments that the parameter variable 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 are termed the column 
of the orthogonal array, and each column consists of four numeral 1, 2, 3, and four. 
Table 2.20 Standard L16 (45) orthogonal array [107] 
Independent variables Experiment 




1 1 1 1 1 1 FC-1 
2 1 2 2 2 2 FC-2 
3 1 3 3 3 3 FC-3 
4 1 4 4 4 4 FC-4 
5 2 1 2 3 4 FC-5 
6 2 2 1 4 3 FC-6 
7 2 3 4 1 2 FC-7 
8 2 4 3 2 1 FC-8 
9 3 1 3 4 2 FC-9 
10 3 2 4 3 1 FC-10 
11 3 3 1 2 4 FC-11 
12 3 4 2 1 3 FC-12 
13 4 1 4 2 3 FC-13 
14 4 2 3 1 4 FC-14 
15 4 3 2 4 1 FC-15 
16 4 4 1 3 2 FC-16 
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2.5.5 Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) 
Taguchi introduced many methods for analyzing experimental results including novel 
applications of the analysis of variance and minute analysis. Analysis provides the 
variance of controllable and noise factors. In the analysis of variance many quantities 
such as degree of freedom, sums of squares, mean squares, etc., are computed and 
organized in standard tabular format. These quantities and their interrelationships are 
statistically defined below. The ANOVA tabular format in this study is adopted A 
Primer on the Taguchi method book [107] and explained below. 
a. Total Number of Trial  
For example in an experiment designed to establish the effect of factor A on response 
Y, factor A is to be tested al L levels. Assume n1 repetition of each trial that includes 
A1. Similarly at level A2 the trial is to be repeated n2 times. The total number of trial is 
the sum of the number of trials at each level, i.e.  
n = n1+n2 + ….. +nL (2-39) 
b. Degree of Freedom (DOF) 
It is a quantify of the amount of information that can be uniquely determined from a 
given set of data. DOF for data concerning a factor equal one less than the number 
levels. The concept of DOF can be extended to the experiment. An experiment with n 
trial and r repetition of each trial has n x r trial runs. The total DOF becomes  
fT = n x r -1 (2-40) 
Similarly, the DOF for sum square term is equal to the number of terms used to 
compute the sum of square and the DOF of the error term fe is given: 
fe = fT – fA – fB - fC (2-41) 
c. Sum of Squares  
The sum of square is a measure of the deviation of the experimental data from for 







S = yi-y  (2-42) 
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Where y is the average value of yi   
d. Variance  
Variance measure the distribution of the data about the mean of data. Since data is 
representative of only a part of all possible data, DOF rather than the number of 
observations is used in the calculation. 
ST Sum of squaresV= =
f degree of freedom
 (2-43) 





T= (y -y ) the sum of all deviations from the target value. Then, the mean sum of 














f. Variance Ratio 
Variance ratio, commonly is given term as the F statistic, is defined the ratio of 
variance due to the effect of a factor and variance due the error term. This ratio is 
employed to calculate the significance of the factor under investigation with reverence 
to variance of all the factors included the error term. The F value gained in the 
analysis is evaluated with a value from standard F-tables for given statistical level of 
significance. When an F table at the selected level of significance is lower than the 
computed F value, the factor contributes to the sum of the squares within the 







g. Pure Sum of Square 
The indecision due to the error in the testing, or error in a multiple regression, is 
accounted for using a metric called the pure sum of squares. The sum of squares terms 
are adjusted by the degrees of freedom and the mean square for error. The 
calculations reduce the sum of squares for the factors and increase the sum of squares 
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for the error term while keeping the total sum of squares constant. In so doing, this 
transform adds a measure of conservativeness to the decisions made based on the 
analysis of variance. 
If factor A, B, and C, having DOF fA, fB and fC are includes in an experiment, 
their pure sum of square are determined by: 
SA’ = SA – fA x Ve 
SB’ = SB – fB x Ve 
SC’ = SC – fC x Ve 
(2-46) 
Se’ = Se+ (fA + fB + fC )x Ve (2-47) 
h. Percent Contribution 
The percent contribution for any factor is obtained by dividing the pure sum of 
squares for that factor by ST and multiplying the result by 100. The present 
contribution is denoted by P for factor A and can be calculated using the following 
equation. 
PA = SA x 100/ST (2-48) 
Where:  
 V  = mean squares (mean)  
 S  = sum of square 
 S’  = pure sum of square 
 f  = degree of freedom 
 e  = error (experimental) 
 F  = variance ratio 
 P = percent contribution 
 T = total of result 
 N  = number of experiment 
 C.F. = correction factor 
 N = Total degree of freedom 
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2.5.6 Determination level 
Taguchi method is a powerful method for exploring the effect of parameter and its 
contribution. One of the key successes to determine the effects and contribution of a 
parameter is the exact determination of parameter level range. This step based on the 
literature that should be studied carefully.  
a. Rice Husk Ash Level  
The effect of RHA to improve the strength on cement paste research is depicted in 
Table 2.21. 






(kg/m3) S/C W/C 
RHA by weight 
cement (%) 
Ratio of Compressive 
Strength with control  
(28 day) 
P. Chindaprasirt 
[113] - 2.75 0.53 0-40 0.97-1.03 
Qingge Feng [100] - - 0.5 10 1.33 
DD Bui [89] - - 0.34-0.48 0-30 0.90-1.12 
b. Water Cement Ratio Level 
Water content to achieve high strength FC was mentioned by Kearsley [39] for 0.35 
because it prevents the value of cement to take water from the foam, but Jones et al 
[22] has succeeded in making foam concrete for the structure with w/c 0.3. The range 
level of water content is set at 0.35 and 0.5 with 0.05 increments.  
c. Sand Cement Ratio Level 
Sand cement ratio studied by Hamidah [68] showed that higher sand-cement ratio 
resulted in FC of lower compressive strength. The range level of sand cement ratio, 




d. Superplasticizier Content Level 
In order to obtain high-strength concrete, the ratio of water to cement is generally kept 
low. However, the reduction of water/cement adversely affects the workability of the 
mortar. Therefore, in order to obtain high-strength FC, it is important to use a paste 
with good workability despite the low water/cement. The significant fresh state 
exclusivity of foam concrete is flowability and self-compactibility. Superplasticizers 
are sometimes used to keep up a suitable workability even though it may reduce the 
stability of foam. Table 2.22 shows the summary of FC that incorporating 
superplasticizier. 























[113] 171-438 1-3 
0.3-
0.62 0-100 10-50 0.5-1.5 20-120 




e. Foam Content Level 
Table 2.23 is summarized the mix proportion with a number foam content on FC. 















with control  
(28 days) 
EKK. Nambiar 
[113] 171-438 1-3 0.3-0.6 0-100 10-50 20-120 
 
The summing up of level determination above is adjusted to arrange level for this 





Table 2.24 Parameters and their variation levels 
Parameter  Unit Level 
MIRHA (%) 0 5 10 15 
w/c Ratio 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5 
s/c Ratio 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 
SP (%) 0 0.5 1 1.5 
FC (%) 20 25 30 35 
2.6 Summary 
After detailed review of the available literature on foamed concrete, it is understood 
that most of the research was focused on developing the mix design for foamed 
concrete, to establish hydration and mechanical properties of foamed concrete. The 
literature showed some significant gaps in the area of research on foamed concrete. 
Some of prominent gaps are obtained as: 
a. Application of MIRHA in producing foamed concrete for structural 
lightweight concrete (the minimum compressive strength of 17 MPa at 28 
days) 
b. The effect of MIRHA on hydration and mechanical properties of foamed 
concrete. 










3. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 
3.1 Overview  
Chapter 3 presents the details of the experimental program adopted in this work. It 
starts with a discussion of the experimental design of the primary experiments and the 
measurements they entailed. The next section describes the material, experimental 
procedures and test for all experiments. A strict measure of quality control is the most 
important criterion for the experimental investigation and forms part of any research 
programme. Therefore, the spurious result and false trend can be avoided by applying 
the prevailing code of standards and specifications for the selection of concrete 
making, materials and mix proportions. 
3.2 Material Properties 
3.2.1. Microwave Incinerated Rice Husk Ash (MIRHA) 
Rice husk used in this research was taken from rice milling plant of Bernas, Malaysia. 
Rice husk was dried under direct sunlight to reduce its moisture content so that when 
it was burnt, it would not produce large amount of smoke. Dried rice husk was then 
burnt in automatic microwave incinerator to produce amorphous ash called MIRHA.
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a. Microwave Incinerated Rice Husk Ash (MIRHA) Production 
High temperature microwave can penetrate the material for achieving the rapid 
internal heating, which may also improve the structural properties of the end product. 
Together with the environment of controlled heating, microwave incineration an 
efficient process that has the potential to reduce the burning time and use of energy. 
The basic difference between the microwave heating and the conventional methods of 
heating is that the conventional heating relies on one or more heat transfer 
mechanisms namely convection, conduction, or radiation to transfer thermal energy 
into the material. In all three cases, the energy is deposited at the surface of the 
material and the resulting temperature gradient established in the material causes the 
transfer of heat into the core of the object. Thus, the temperature gradient is always 
transferred into the material with the highest temperature being at the surface. 
In the microwave heating, the microwave energy does not only interact with the 
surface material but also penetrates the surface and interacts with the core of the 
materials. Energy is transferred from electromagnetic field into thermal energy 
throughout the entire volume of the material that is penetrated by the radiation. 
Microwave heating does not rely on conduction from the surface to bring heat into the 
core region. The Technical specifications [114] of the microwave incinerator is given 
in Appendix B. 
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Figure 3.1 The process of MIRHA production 
Figure 3.1 shows the process of MIRHA production the burning procedure was 
based on one-stage burning technique at a constant temperature of 500oC for 2 hours. 
The incinerated ash ground in a ball mill to achieve the require fineness. As cement 
replacement material (CRM), RHA should have particle size smaller than cement so it 
will able to function as micro structure filler in the Interfacial Transition Zone (ITZ). 
The particle size of Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC) is usually 100 micron, ground 
MIRHA was sieved to obtain particle size smaller than 100 micron. The amount of 
silica inside MIRHA was determined using X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) and X-Ray 
Fluorescence (XRF) techniques. 
b. Chemical Composition of MIRHA 
Chemical analysis MIRHA was preformed using X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF) 
technique. Chemical analysis indicated that the ash obtained essentially consisted of 
silica content of more than 90% by weight. The detail of the chemical composition is 




Table 3.1 MIRHA Chemical Composition 
Chemical Content  Mass content (%) 
Silicon dioxide or silica (SiO2) 90.75 
Aluminum oxide or alumina (Al2O3) 0.75 
Iron oxide (Fe2O3) 0.28 
Calcium oxide or lime (CaO) 0.87 
Magnesium oxide or magnesia (MgO) 0.63 
Sodium oxide (Na2O) 0.02 
Potassium oxide (K2O) 3.77 
Equivalent alkalis (Na2O + 0.658 K2O) 2.50 
Titanium oxide (TiO2) 0.02 
Phosphorous oxide (P2O5) 2.5 
Manganese oxide (MnO) 0.08 
Sulfur trioxide (SO3) 0.33 
Other  
Sulfur (S)  < 0.01 
Carbon (C)  0.15 
Chloride (Cl):  110 g/t 
c. Grain size analysis of MIRHA  
X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) is used to analyze the grain size structural properties of 
material. Graph patterns of XRD analysis can show whether the material is in 
amorphous, partially crystalline, or crystalline state. Figure 3.2 describes the 
properties of MIRHA that was obtained from microwave combustion.  
 
Figure 3.2 XRD Graph of MIRHA 
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d. Physical Properties  
The results of physical properties of MIRHA are shown in Table 3.2. The relative 
density of MIRHA was 2.23 using ultrapycnometer methods. It generally varies in the 
range of 2.05 to 2.30 for most sources of RHA [78]. 
Table 3.2 Physical properties of MIRHA 
Properties Value 
Relative density 2.23 
Accelerated pozzolanic activity (%) 92.3 
Passing 45m (%)  95.15 
Specific surface area (m2/g) 7.81 
The average particle (m) 16.22 
Loss on ignition (%) 5.02 
3.2.2. Characteristic of Ordinary Portland Cement 
The Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC) Type 1 was used throughout this research. The 
physical and chemical properties as listed in Table 3.3. OPC Type 1 was chosen 
because of the observation on concrete properties could be done in normal hydration 
process without any addition of admixture to the concrete, hence the advantages of 
MIRHA usage in concrete can be maximally observed. The cement density and the 
surface area were found to be 3.15 and 450 m2/kg respectively.  
The composition of the cement (in oxides) is presented in Table 3.3. This oxide 
information can be used to estimate the percentage of cement compounds via the 
Bogue equations [30]. For this cement, the resultant percentages were C3S = 59.1%, 







Table 3.3 Physical and chemical properties of OPC type 1 adopted from Cement 
Industries of Malaysia Berhad (CIMA) 
Lime Saturation Factor 0.96 
Silica Modulus 2.37 Modulus 
Iron Modulus 1.58 
3 days 38 
7 days 46 
Compressive 
Strength 











Insoluble Residue 0.2 
 
3.2.3. Fine Aggregate 
Natural quartzite sand as fine aggregate was used in this study; it was obtained from 
the deposit of Tronoh, Perak. The fine aggregate was recommended for use in foamed 
concrete which has the particle size up to 5 mm [115] and even distribution. The fine 
aggregate used was natural sand with 100% passing 425 mm sieve BS EN 12620 and 
its density was 2.65. Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4 show the mechanical sieve used to 
sieve fine aggregate and fine aggregates obtained from sieving process, respectively. 
The absorption of sand obtained was 1.0%. The absorption of fine aggregate generally 
varies in the range of 0.2 to 3.0% [30]. The mass passing 75 mm sieve was obtained 
1.38% that is lower than the value of ASTM-C33 standard 3 to 5% [116].  
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Figure 3.3 Mechanical sieve used for this research 
 
 
Figure 3.4 Fine aggregate obtained from sieving process 
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3.2.4. Water  
Water that is fit for drinking is generally regarded as acceptable for use in mixing 
concrete [117]. Water containing one thousand parts per million (ppm) of normally 
found minerals acids can be tolerated. However, small amount of sugar and chloride 
derivatives should not be used.  
3.2.5. Superplasticizier  
A chemical admixture was used in preparing MIRHA FC in order to decrease water 
content and to improve its workability. The superplasticizer incorporated in this 
research was in the form of liquid, known as Sulfonated Naphthalene Formaldehyde 
condensate (Figure 3.5).  
 
Figure 3.5 Superplasticizer type as used in this research  
3.2.6. Foam Agent  
The surfactant used for the production of the preformed foam was by aerating palm 
oil based, this is typical of industry practice which has a ratio of 1:30 by volume and 
has aerated to a density of 110 kg/m3 [17, 118]. The chemical composition of foam 
agent is listed in Table 3.4.  
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Table 3.4 Foam agent Chemical Composition 
Chemical Content  Mass content 
Oxide composition (%) 
Iron oxide (Fe2O3) 6.445 
Calcium oxide or lime (CaO) 2.45 
Magnesium oxide or magnesia (MgO) 4 
Sodium oxide (Na2O) 15.368 
Potassium oxide (K2O) 0.487 
Phosphorous oxide (P2O5) 4.71 
Sulfur oxide (SO3) 62.72 
Cl 3.82 
3.2.7. Experimental Design 
For normal concrete, the user would specify a certain compressive strength and the 
water/cement would be adjusted to meet specification. Requirement of FC should not 
only be the strength, but also density. However, there is no standard method to carry 
out the mix design of FC. In order to understand the relationships between FC raw 
material mixtures and the resultant mechanical properties, many mixtures proportions 
should be studied or prepared. 
In this research 5 design parameters have been identified, they are: Microwave 
Incinerated Rice Husk Ash Content (MIRHA); sand/cement (s/c); water/cementitious 
(w/c); Superplasticizer (SP) content; Foam content (fc). To have good quality of FC 
these parameters need to be carefully combined. It means that the experiments will 
have to study huge number of combinations. If each parameter has 4 levels therefore 
45 numbers of experiments involving 1024 mix proportions. 
An appropriate combination of parameters should be chosen to solve the problem 
of huge number of experiments. Taguchi’s method [107] was used to solve the 
problem. Taguchi’s method addresses the following issues: a) reduction of the number 
of experiment, b) determination of the degree of influence of each factor and the 
optimum setting condition, c) ability to reproduce real production environment from 
library experiment 
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In this research, the optimum composition of material proportion for FC according 
to BS EN 206-1/BS 8500 was determined. The criteria of structural lightweight 
concrete namely minimum 28 days cube compressive strength of 17 MPa and 
maximum dry density of 1800 kg/m3 are observed. Spread test as workability 
measurement, dry density, compressive strength, porosity and non-evaporable water 
are the quality characteristics. Five design parameters, viz. MIRHA content, 
sand/cement, water/cementitious, superplasticizier (SP), Foam content (FC) were 
identified as design parameters. 
Table 3.5 presented the schema of mix proportion with parameters and each level 
that is adopted from Table 2.20 and Table 2.24. 
Table 3.5 Mix proportion with parameter and each level 
Experiment RHA w/c s/c SP FC 
No (%) (ratio) (ratio) (%) (%) 
FC- 1 0 0.35 0.25 0 20 
FC-2 0 0.4 0.5 0.5 25 
FC-3 0 0.45 0.75 1 30 
FC-4 0 0.5 1 1.5 35 
FC-5 5 0.4 0.25 1 35 
FC-6 5 0.35 0.5 1.5 30 
FC-7 5 0.5 0.75 0 25 
FC-8 5 0.45 1 0.5 20 
FC-9 10 0.45 0.25 1.5 25 
FC-10 10 0.5 0.5 1 20 
FC-11 10 0.35 0.75 0.5 35 
FC-12 10 0.4 1 0 30 
FC-13 15 0.5 0.25 0.5 30 
FC-14 15 0.45 0.5 0 35 
FC-15 15 0.4 0.75 1.5 20 
FC-16 15 0.35 1 1 25 
When designing a foamed concrete mix, two variables, namely the cement content 
and the foam content should be established and therefore two equations have to be 
solved. To prepare 1 m3 of foamed concrete, the sum of the material weights should 
be equal to the required casting density and the sum of the volume of the all the 
constituent materials should be one cubic meter (or 1000 liter).  
Using spreadsheet in excel was used to calculate the measuring process and 16 FC 




Table 3.6 FC mixture proportion adopted 












FC-1 1050 263 368 0 200 0 
FC-2 828 414 331 0 250 4 
FC-3 666 500 300 0 300 7 
FC-4 544 544 272 0 350 8 
FC-5 779 195 312 39 350 8 
FC-6 797 398 279 40 300 12 
FC-7 668 501 334 33 250 0 
FC-8 685 685 308 34 200 3 
FC-9 827 207 372 83 250 12 
FC-10 761 381 381 76 200 8 
FC-11 653 490 229 65 350 3 
FC-12 614 614 246 61 300 0 
FC-13 715 179 357 107 300 4 
FC-14 635 318 286 95 350 0 
FC-15 749 562 300 112 200 11 
FC-16 674 674 236 101 250 7 
 
Table 3.7 presented the schema of mix proportion with parameters and each level 
without foam that is adopted from Table 2.20 and Table 2.24. 
Table 3.7 Mix proportion with parameter and each level without foam 
Experiment RHA w/c s/c SP 
No (%) (ratio) (ratio) (%) 
M-1 0 0.35 0.25 0 
M-2 0 0.4 0.5 0.5 
M-3 0 0.45 0.75 1 
M-4 0 0.5 1 1.5 
M-5 5 0.4 0.25 1 
M-6 5 0.35 0.5 1.5 
M-7 5 0.5 0.75 0 
M-8 5 0.45 1 0.5 
M-9 10 0.45 0.25 1.5 
M-10 10 0.5 0.5 1 
M-11 10 0.35 0.75 0.5 
M-12 10 0.4 1 0 
M-13 15 0.5 0.25 0.5 
M-14 15 0.45 0.5 0 
M-15 15 0.4 0.75 1.5 
M-16 15 0.35 1 1 
 
Using spreadsheet in excel was used to calculate the measuring process and 16 M 
mixtures were designed. The mix composition cast can be seen in Table 3.8. 
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Table 3.8 Mortar mixture proportion adopted 









M-1 1313 328 459 0 17 
M-2 1104 552 441 0 12 
M-3 952 714 428 0 9 
M-4 837 837 418 0 7 
M-5 1199 300 479 60 14 
M-6 1138 569 398 57 13 
M-7 891 668 445 45 8 
M-8 857 857 386 43 7 
M-9 1103 276 496 110 12 
M-10 951 476 476 95 9 
M-11 1005 754 352 100 10 
M-12 877 877 351 88 8 
M-13 1021 255 511 153 10 
M-14 977 489 440 147 10 
M-15 937 702 375 140 9 
M-16 899 899 315 135 8 
3.3 Experimental Laboratory 
Mix proportions resulting from the experimental design were then performed 
experimentally in concrete laboratory of civil department Universiti Teknologi 
PETRONAS. Testing procedures undertaken were as follows: 
3.4.1. Specimen Preparation  
This section discusses the specimen preparation and curing methods used in this 
experimental program. Within each experiment, however, every attempt was made to 
be consistent for all mixtures, any exception are noted. 
3.4.2. Mixing Process 
The preparation of concrete was divided into three stages. Figure 3.6 presents the 
schema of foamed concrete mix process. 
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For the mortar preparation, the aggregate was first mixed with half of water 
followed by the addition of OPC and MIRHA. The rest of the water was then poured 
in the mixes (see Figure 3.7) 
In the preparation the of foam, foaming agent and water are mixed with a volume 
ratio of 1:30, the mixture was incorporated with the air pressure tank for 5 bar to 
produce foam with a density of 110 kg/m, this is typical of industry practice. 
The appropriate volume of the foam was generated and added immediately to the 
base mix and it was mixed until no physical sign of the foam left on the surface and 
all foam was uniformly distributed and incorporated into the mix. Prior to the 
introduction of the foam, the density of the mortar was determined to ensure accurate 
amount of foam to be inserted. Six 50 mm cube samples were prepared for each age 
of 3, 7, 28, 90, and 180 days to monitor the compressive strength development, whilst 
25.4 by 25.4 mm cylinders and 150 by 300 mm cylinders were used for determining 
the porosity and dry density level respectively. Figure 3.8 shows the process of 

















Figure 3.6 Schema of FC mix process 
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Figure 3.8 Foam production and casting processes 
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3.4.3. Spread Measurement 
The workability of the foamed concrete was evaluated through spread measurement in 
accordance with ASTM-230 [59]. The truncated cone mould was placed on a glass 
plate, filled with paste and lifted [119]. The diameters of the flow give indications of 
the workability of the mix. The spread test is shown in Figure 3.9. 
 
Figure 3.9 Spread test 
3.4.4. Curing Regime  
24 hour after casting specimens were striped out of the molds and placed in water 
tank at 23 2oC. The curing is done in similarly accordance with BS EN 12390-
2:2000. The curing system that was used in this research was shown Figure 3.10. 
 
Figure 3.10 Water tank system for curing of FC sample 
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3.4.5. Hardened concrete test 
Hardened foamed concrete specimens were tested in three modes called done in four 
conditions namely fresh stage test, destructive test, non-destructive test and loss on 
ignition test. The experimental details are shown in Table 3.9 
Table 3.9 Hardened foamed concrete test  





















































5 to 15 
gram  3/mix % On loss 
ignition 
test 





5 to 10 
mg 3/mix % 
a. Compressive Strength 
The compressive strength of foamed concrete was measured at different ages. 
Compressive strength development of the sample was measured using ELE 
International Digital Compressive Testing Machine (Figure 3.11). During the test, 
concrete cube was subjected 3 KN/s constant loading rate without any sudden shock 
loads. Compressive strength value was taken as ultimate load that can be sustained by 
the concrete cube divided by surface area of the contact surface on which the load is 
applied. 
The calculations for compressive strength were conducted in accordance with BS 
1881-116:1983 [120] in the mix proportion.  
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Figure 3.11 Compressive Testing Machine 
b. Porosity 
There are a number of methods that can be used to determine the total porosity of 
concrete and mortar, however, the technique of vacuum saturation is perhaps the 
simplest, cheapest and most direct. Although the vacuum saturation of concrete is not 
widely used, evidence shows that the method is gaining acceptance because of 
providing a closed approach to total or full saturation in a relatively short time period. 
Porosity was measured on three cylinders of 25.4 mm in diameter and 25.4 mm in 
height for each mix of foam concrete which had been moist-cured for 180 days. The 
vacuum saturation apparatus used in this investigation was similar to that developed 
by RILEM for measuring the total porosity. The diagram apparatus is shown in Figure 
3.12 and Figure 3.13. The test concrete and mortar specimens conditioned to 
equilibrium at different RH were weighed in the air (Wi). Then the specimens were 
vacuum saturated in water. At fully saturated condition; the specimens were weighed 
in the air (WSA) and in the water (WSW). Finally, they were dried in an oven at 105C 











Figure 3.12 Schematic diagram of Vacuum Saturation Apparatus [71] 









  (3-1) 
Where:  
 P  = Total porosity (%) 
 WSA   = Weight of saturated surface dry samples in air (g) 
 WSW  = Weight of saturated surface dry samples in water (g) 
 Wd   = Weight of oven dry samples (g) 
 
Figure 3.13 Porosity equipment 
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c. Dry Density 
The method to calculate the dry density of FC was conducted in accordance to 
ASTM-567-00 [121]. After 24 hours but not to exceed 32 h, the 150 by 300-mm 
cylinders samples were removed from the mold. The apparent mass of the cylinders 
while suspended and completely submerged in water were measured and recorded as 
“G” the mass of the suspended-immersed cylinders. The cylinders were removed from 
the water and allowed to drain for 1 min by placing the cylinders on a 9.5-mm (3⁄8-
in.) or coarser sieve cloth. Visible water was removed with a damp cloth and the mass 
was determined and recorded as “F,” the mass of the saturated surface-dry cylinders.  
The cylinders were placed in the drying oven for 72 h or until constant mass was 
reached. Oven temperature was maintained at 110 +/- 5°C. The cylinders were 
allowed to cool at room temperature and the mass determined and recorded as “D,” 
the mass of the oven-dried cylinder. Oven-drying was repeated and the mass at 24-h 
intervals was measured until the mass of the specimen changes not more than 0.5% in 
successive weighing. The oven-dry density was determined from Equation: 
Od = Dx997/(F-G) (3-2) 
Where:  
 Od  = measured oven dry density (kg/m3) 
 D  = mass of oven-dry density (kg) 
 F  = of saturated surface-dry cylinder (kg) 
 G  = apparent mass of suspended-immersed cylinder (kg) 
d. Non-Evaporable Water by Oven/Furnace 
The non-evaporable water content was obtained using a loss-on ignition procedure 
[102]. Samples for non-evaporable water content were desired from those cubes tested 
for compressive strength. After the maximum compressive load was achieved, each 
cube was further crushed to about half of its original height. Some of the semi crushed 
material was then collected to fill three-fourths of 15-ml crucible. This sample was 
then manually ground with mortar and pestle until all non-aggregate particles were 
less than about two mm in diameter, placed in a clean container, and covered with 
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acetone in 45 second [55] to halt the hydration process. The final ground sample in 
acetone was then heated in a drying oven at 105oC until constant mass. This drying 
procedure which required at least 12 hours, removed all the evaporable water from the 
sample. After oven drying the crucibles were weighed and then heated in a furnace for 
three hours at 1050oC, the crucibles were weighed again following ignition the 
furnace. Figure 3.14 shows a schematic illustration of the measurements from the 
OD/FI procedure. 
 
 Figure 3.14 OD/FI non-evaporable water measurement procedure 
 
According to the OD/FI procedure, the mass of the sample was measured after the 
oven drying stage and the furnace ignition stage. The sample was not weight before 
being dried in the oven, however, since the sample was first flushed with acetone to 
stop hydration. In this process, the acetone was drawn through the samples remove 
some of the free capillary pore water, thus altering the original mass the sample. 
Although the initial sample mass was not known, the ratios of the component 
materials in the dry mix (i.e. fine aggregate/cement or MIRHA/cement) were known, 
since they were specified in the mix design and controlled in mixing. These ratios 
were assumed constant through the oven dry stage, such that the ratios in the 105oC 
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sample were the same as those in the original sample. Moreover, the mass of the 
component materials themselves (other than water) were assumed to remain 
unchanged during the oven dry. This assumption was reasonable since mass loss in 
these materials occurs during the high temperature furnace ignition and not during the 
low temperature oven drying. 
As previously discussed in the section 2.4.3, the losses on ignition (LOIs) of the 
component materials (i.e. cement, fine aggregate, MIRHA) have to be determined 
prior to mix sample investigation. This was conducted to identify the characteristic of 
OD/FI LOIs of component materials. The result of OD/FI LOIs of component 
materials is tabulated in Table 3.10. 
Table 3.10 OD/FI LOIs of component materials 




The apparatus used for non-evaporable study by OD/FI is shown in Figure 3.15 
and Figure 3.16. 
 




Figure 3.16 The electrical furnace apparatus (Nabertherm 30-3000oC) used  
in this study 
e. Non-Evaporable Water using TGA 
Apparatus 
TGA may be defined as a technique whereby the weight of substance, in an 
environment is heated or cooled at a controlled rate and recorded as a function of time 
or temperature. The apparatus used in this was Brand Perkin Elmer model Pyris 1 as 
shown in Figure 3.17 and Figure 3.18. 
 
Figure 3.17 The Thermogravimetry apparatus (Brand Perkin Elmer model Pyris 1 




Figure 3.18 The TGA monitor for viewing the temperature of process 
The instrument mainly consists of: a furnace capable of igniting the sample up to 
900oC, an electro-microbalance for measuring the weight loss due the temperature 
rise, an operation programmer unit computer and plotter for analysis and plotting the 
results. 
Sample preparation 
Sample preparation detail for non-evaporable water measurement is given in Table 
3.6. At the time of every experiment, a sample was taken out of the curing chamber. 
3.4 Summary 
Summary of the methodology to achieve the objective of this study is explored as 
following: 
a. The mix proportions were performed efficiently by using L16 orthogonal array 
using five parameters. 
b. The workability test results were conducted according to water demand of mix 
constituent using ASTM flow table test with criteria from Kearsley’s study [39]  
in the range of 220 mm to 250 mm as requirement consistency. 
c. The compressive strength results were calculated from the maximum load divided 
by the average cross-sectional area. This analysis method is standard and is 
documented in BS 1881-116[120]. The target minimum of compressive strength 
result is 17 MPa in 28 days. 
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d. The vacuum saturation apparatus used in this investigation is similar to that 
developed by RILEM for measuring the total porosity.  
e. The method to calculate the dry density of foamed concrete was in accordance to 
ASTM-567-00.  
f. The OD/FI mass results, combined with information about the mixture 
proportions and the loss on ignition of the component materials, were converted to 









4. RESULT, ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION ON MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 
4.1 Overview 
This chapter discusses the result of experimental program namely (i) special CRM 
characteristic of MIRHA used in this experiment, (ii) plastic density and cube 
crushing strength repeatability of a single mix, (iii) orthogonal array experimental, 
(iv) confirmation of  the optimum mix proportion by Taguchi method. 
 (iv) non-evaporable water by OD/FI and TGA experimental, (v) change in non-
evaporable water content due to the presence of MIRHA, (vi) FC degree of hydration 
with and without MIRHA, (vii) compressive strength correlations to non-evaporable 
water, porosity and gel-space ratio characteristic, (viii) confirmation of  the optimum 
mix proportion by Taguchi method. 
4.2 Properties of MIRHA  
Assurance of the quality (chemical and mineralogical composition) is very important 
in order to use it as a potential CRM that can affect the quality of concrete. The 
capability of MIRHA to convert calcium hydrate to calcium silicate hydrate gels is 
influenced by the amorphous state of MIRHA, the amount of SiO2 content, the 
pozzolanity and the particles size distribution and specific surface area of MIRHA. 
The analysis on MIRHA was conducted by means of X-Ray Diffraction Test and X-
Ray Fluorescence Test. 
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4.2.1 X-Ray Diffraction Analysis 
The calibration standard materials used for the XRD analysis were tridymite (NIOSH 
TY-27) and cristobalite (NIST SRM 1879). The integrated intensities of the peaks at 
20.5o (4.32Å) and 21.8o (4.06Å) were used for the determination of tridymite and 
cristobalite, respectively [125]. X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) technique is used to analyze 
the crystalline phases of a material. A representative XRD pattern of the MIRHA 
samples was shown in Figure 4.1.  
 
Figure 4.1 XRD Graph of MIRHA  
In Figure 4.1, a strong peak at 21.8° indicated by arrows was identified a 
strong cristobalite peak and an additional weak peak at 27.5 was identified as 
tridymite. The gradual dense scatter of XRD graph was used to indicate the 
amorphous state of a material. The XRD pattern of cristobalite crystallized in MIRHA 
samples (Figure 4.1) has a feature in which the cristobalite peaks are broad compared 
with well-crystallized cristobalite.  This type of cristobalite has been called disordered 
cristobalite and opal-C [125]. The XRD patterns of some opal-C and disordered 
cristobalite silicas are similar to each other, such as the peak position and peak width 
of the strongest peak. Some researchers considered that any forms of opal are not 
crystalline silica because opal-C is considered to be transformed from other forms of 




term to describe this type of cristobalite in heated MIRHA samples. The MIRHA 
pozzolanic reactivity was observed to be high if utilized as CRM in FC. The 
verification of this observation will be explained in the next sub chapter of XRF 
analysis, compressive strength and non-evaporable water test.  
As a reference, various crystalline properties of RHA are shown in Figure 4.2. 
Different burning temperatures that were used in burning rice husks give various 
properties in terms of their crystalline phase. Char obtained from 400° C combustion 
has amorphous phase according to the XRD pattern. This amorphous pattern was 
indicated by a blunt peak. However, using low temperature to burn rice husk will give 
low SiO2 content in RHA, while burning rice husk with high temperature will give 
high SiO2 content in RHA, but this high temperature will lead to a crystalline state of 
RHA [9]. The crystalline state is indicated by a sharp peak in the graph, as shown in 
700°C and 900°C RHA XRD graphs. 
 
Figure 4.2 The X-Ray Diffraction of RHA under different burning conditions [9] 
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4.2.2 X-Ray Fluorescence Analysis 
The pozzolanic reactivity of MIRHA depends on the amorphous state of MIRHA 
particles and the high SiO2 content. X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF) analysis was 
proficient in analyzing material contents inside MIRHA, hence the amount of SiO2 
can be observed. Table 4.1 shows various chemical oxide contents of MIRHA from 
XRF analysis.  
Table 4.1 Chemical Composition 









Silicon dioxide or silica (SiO2) 90.75 96.355 51.19 
Aluminum oxide or alumina (Al2O3) 0.75 0.21 24.0 
Iron oxide (Fe2O3) 0.28 0.77 6.6 
Calcium oxide or lime (CaO) 0.87 0.24 5.57 
Magnesium oxide or magnesia (MgO) 0.63 0.52 2.40 
Sodium oxide (Na2O) 0.02 0.118 2.12 
Potassium oxide (K2O) 3.77 1.01 1.14 
Equivalent alkalis (Na2O + 0.658 K2O) 2.50 0.07 1.59 
Titanium oxide (TiO2) 0.02 - - 
Phosphorous oxide (P2O5) 2.5 0.13 - 
Manganese oxide (MnO) 0.08 - - 
Sulfur trioxide (SO3) 0.33 0.55 0.88 
Others    
Sulfur (S)  < 0.01   
Carbon (C)  0.15   
Chloride (Cl):  110 g/t   
As a comparison Table 2.10 illustrates chemical contents of RHA with different 
burning temperatures. Higher loss on ignition (LOI) is related to lower silica content. 
MIRHA LOI was found to be less than 12%, which is in accordance with the ASTM 
requirement [84]. Hwang, Lung, and Chandra [8] noted that the oxide content of SiO2 
and K2O are able to lower the heat evolution in concrete gives lower hydration 
process. The use of pozzolanic material in concrete strength development in early 
days but higher in later days, compared to normal concrete [8]. The chemical 
composition of MIRHA in this research is also positioned within the result trends 
obtained by Hwang and Wu [9], as shown in Table 2.10. As far as SiO2 is concerned 
MIRHA has the highest content compared to the different types of RHA [9] and Fly 
ash.  
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4.2.3 Particle Size Distribution and Surface Area 
In this study, MIRHA particle sizes were found less than these of cement. Therefore, 
it was able to fill voids between cement particles that effectively produce calcium 
silicate hydrate in the hardened state. Comparison of MIRHA gradation and cement 
can be seen in Figure 4.3.  
The specific surface area of MIRHA (Table 3.2) was 7,810 m2/kg, about 17.3 
times that of OPC. The specific surface area of cementing material or binder 
influences the strength of FC. The finer the binder, the higher is the strength of 
concrete. Hence, the higher specific surface were of MIRHA indicates that it would 
produce a good development of compressive strength in FC. In contrast, the 
incorporation of MIRHA would cause a reduction in the flowing ability of FC. This 
was because the increase in specific surface area results in a greater water demand and 
reduces the amount of free water available in concrete mixture. Particle size 
distribution of MIRHA as seen in Figure 4.3 was not similar to the other binder 

































Figure 4.3 Comparison of MIRHA gradation to cement, fly ash and silica fume 
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4.2.4 Accelerated Pozzolanic Strength Activity Index (APSAI)  
The accelerated pozzolanic strength activity index of MIRHA with OPC was obtained 
according to the procedure, as given in ASTM C 1240 (2004). Figure 4.4 shows that 
the APSAI of MIRHA was 92.3%, which was much higher than 85%, the minimum 
requirement for silica fume [35]. This was due to extremely high specific surface area 
of MIRHA. The APSAI of MIRHA was lower than the control but higher than silica 
fume and fly ash, it indicated that it gave slightly bigger effect in the strength 
development at the early ages of concrete than silica fume and fly ash.  
The APSAI of RHA was generally greater than that of other supplementary 
cementing materials such as silica fume [78]. It was due to the specific surface area of 
RHA which was much higher than that of fly ash and ground granulated blast-furnace 














Figure 4.4 The accelerated pozzolanic strength activity index  
It could be concluded that MIRHA had the ability to accelerate the early strength 
reaction compared to silica fume and fly ash. The APSAI of MIRHA obtained was 
4.89% and 8.59% higher than silica fume and fly ash respectively. These were caused 
by the amorphousness, silica content and the large surface area of MIRHA which was 
highly effective to react with CH and produce large amount of C-S-H. This C-S-H 
latter will promote the acceleration of concrete strength development. 
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4.2.5 Water Demand of Mix Constituent 
In order to maintain stability of foam in the mixture, proper water demand calculation 
need to be established before the experimental works. Since OPC and MIRHA were 
two different materials utilized in the mixture, the calculation on water demand 
adopted need to differentiate between for OPC and MIRHA. 
The spread test for cement was illustrated in Figure 4.5.  The water demand of 
cement used in this investigation was taken to be 35% of cement weight, which means 
the minimum water cement ratio of 0.35 was required to prevent the water absorption 
from mixture by cement. The reference line was shown in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6.; 






















Figure 4.5 Water demand of cement 
Meanwhile, as described in Figure 4.6, the water demand of MIRHA was 
observed to be 34.5% of MIRHA weight. It means that 0.345 liter of water will be 





















Figure 4.6 Water demand of MIRHA 
From the two figures on the analysis of water demand by MIRHA and cement, it 
was found that 0.345 water cement ratio gave the minimum flow diameter spread for 
FC; that is 200 mm. Therefore in this research a water cement ratio of 0.35 was 
adopted as the min w/c for the mixes. 
4.3 Plastic Density and Cube Strength Repeatability of a Single Mix 
To ensure the reliability of the plastic density, 6 sample measurements were taken 
based ASTM standard [122]. The FC-8 was adopted as it demonstrated the highest 
dry density amongst all mixes. Table 4.2 shows the statistical analysis of the 
reliability by of FC-8 mix.  
It can be seen that the casting densities obtained ranged from 1693 to 1753 kg/m3. 
The standard deviation and coefficient of variation of FC casting density were 28.24 
kg/ m3 and 1.64% respectively. Similarly, the 3, 7, 28, 90 and 180 days measurements 
of 50 mm cube compressive strengths of the six cubes exhibited standard deviations 
and coefficients of variance between 0.7 and 1.01 N/mm2 and between 1.55 and 
15.47% respectively. Therefore, the repeatability strength test was satisfactory, with 
coefficient of variance values of less than 10% [22] (except at 3 days). This analysis 
confirmed that the repeatability for laboratory-produced normal weight concrete was 
within the stipulated requirements. 
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Table 4.2 Repeatability of mix FC-8 casting density and 50 cube compressive 
strengths 




(kg/cm3) 3 7 28 90 180 
FC8-1 1736 6.7 13.1 25.8 39.8 51.9 
FC8-2 1705 4.6 10.8 24.0 38.6 50.8 
FC8-3 1752 6.5 12.5 25.4 40.1 51.8 
FC8-4 1694 4.9 11.8 24.3 38.3 50.0 
FC8-5 1753 6.3 13.4 25.1 39.1 51.7 
FC8-6 1693 5.6 11.4 24.4 38.2 50.6 
Mean 1722 5.8 12.2 24.8 39.0 51.1 
Standard Deviation 28.24 0.89 1.01 0.70 0.80 0.79 
Coefficient of 
Variation % 1.64 15.47 8.32 2.82 2.06 1.55 
4.4 Orthogonal Array  
The orthogonal array approach is a tool used to achieve the objective of this study that 
is explained in detail in section 2.5.4. 
4.5.1. Workability of Foamed Concrete 
Table 4.3 shows the spread test results of the various mixes with the mean spread 
measurement diameter ranging between 13.7 cm and 31.8 cm. 
The main effect plot by each factor for spread test of FC is shown in Figure 4.7. 
The degree of contribution of each factor was clearly calculated by analysis of 
variance (ANOVA). This is to understand the influence of there factors to the spread 
test of FC (Table 4.4). The critical value of F at 95% probability level (3.411) is much 
lower than the observed value of F-statistic 325.86, 1573.70, 657.01, 96.51 and 50.88 
for MIRHA content, w/c, s/c, SP and foam respectively. This means that the factor 
which contributes to the sum of the squares is within the confidence level. 
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Table 4.3 Test results of spread test for MIRHA-FC 
Mixes Spread test (cm) 


































MIRHA (%) w/c s/c SP (%) Foam (%)
 
Figure 4.7 Main effect plot for Spread test 
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Table 4.4 Analysis of variance results of Workability of foamed concrete 
Parameter statistical parameters Workability 
MIRHA Degree of freedom (DoF) 3 
 Sequential sum of square (SSS) 175.47 
 Adjusted sum of square (ASS) 175.47 
 Mean square /variance (MS) 58.49 
 F-statistic; F0.5 (3,13) 325.86 
 Contribution (%) 12.06% 
w/c DoF 3.00 
 SSS 847.41 
 ASS 847.41 
 MS 282.47 
 F-statistic; F0.5 (3,13) 1573.70 
 Contribution 58.03% 
s/c DoF 3.00 
 SSS 353.79 
 ASS 353.79 
 MS 117.93 
 F-statistic; F0.5 (3,13) 657.01 
 Contribution (%) 24.07% 
SP DoF 3.00 
 SSS 51.97 
 ASS 51.97 
 MS 17.32 
 F-statistic; F0.5 (3,13) 96.51 
 Contribution (%) 3.96% 
foam DoF 3.00 
 SSS 27.40 
 ASS 27.40 
 MS 9.13 
 F-statistic; F0.5 (3,13) 50.88 
  Contribution (%) 1.88% 
 
Table 4.4 explains the component statistical of each parameter which consists of 
degree of freedom (DoF), sequential sum of square (SSS), adjusted sum of square 
(ASS), mean square variance (MS), F-statistic and Contribution. The SSS and ASS 
has same value for orthogonal design. The MS value equal to the SS divided by the 
DoF. The F statistic, is defined the ratio of variance due to the effect of a factor and 
variance due the error term. The percent contribution for any factor is obtained by 
dividing the pure sum of squares for that factor by total of sum of square total and 
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multiplying the result by 100. For example, The SSS and ASS value on the parameter 
w/c was almost five times higher than MIRHA. This value explains the influence of 
the contribution of w/c greater than MIRHA to the workability of FC.   
Figure 4.7 shows the lower (220 mm) and upper (250 mm) values of the spread 
workability test values. All the critical values attached to MIRHA, w/c, s/c, SP and 
foam were within the stipulated ranges.  
a. Effect of MIRHA Content 
In Figure 4.7 FC incorporating MIRHA shows lower spread result than normal FC. 
The spread measurement decreased with the increase of MIRHA percentage, at was 
due to the high specific surface area of MIRHA, which increased the water demand. 
This was mainly due to the adsorptive character of MIRHA cellular particles, thus FC 
containing MIRHA required more water for a given consistency. However, for FC 
with high water cement ratio, addition of MIRHA could improve the concrete stability 
since it absorbed water and was able to reduce the tendency towards bleeding and 
segregation. The addition of MIRHA truly absorbs large amount of water in the 
mixture, and it also needed superplasticizer (SP) with specific amount to increase the 
workability and reached the similar slump as control concrete. The increment in 
percentage of MIRHA added was followed with the increment in percentage of SP 
used. The contribution of MIRHA parameter to achieve the required consistency of 
FC was 12.06%. A stabled and consistent FC can be achieved with 5 to 15% of 
MIRHA because there percentage inclusions were in the spread rest range proposed. 
b. Effect of water cement ratio 
Workability of FC was significantly affected by water cement ratio factor as shown 
by F-test value 1573.30 that was more than F-test criteria 3.411. Moreover, w/c 
parameter‘s contribution to create the consistency of FC was the highest compared to 
the other parameters i.e. 58.03% (Table 4.4) and  
Table 4.6 shows that w/c has medium level in the classification of the effect 
constituent on workability. 
Increasing water cement ratio would affect the enhancement of mixture 
consistency. According to the criteria of good stability and consistency, the range of 
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water cement ratio for FC was obtained to be between 0.4 and 0.45 with 220 to 250 
mm spread range (see Figure 4.7). This range was classified as medium level in 
spread percent range based on the classification of FC study by Nambiar [25]. The 
other comparison shows that this range was higher than the required value for flowing 
properties, which is 200-mm in spread range [60].  
c. Effect of sand cement ratio 
According to literature [68], the workability of FC was affected by the sand cement 
ratio (s/c). This was supported by sand cement ratio contribution on FC workability 
i.e. 24.07%. Figure 4.7 depicts that increasing of sand cement ratio would decreasing 
the workability. This was because the amount of solid volume increased in the same 
water cement ratio. In consequence, the water solid ratio was reduced and it decreased 
the consistency. The result also show that the effects of higher sand cement ratio can be 
either eliminated or reduce the paste volume of mortars. This is consistent with the results 
from FC workability tests.  
d. Effect of superplasticizer 
As shown in Figure 4.7, the adding of SP increases the workability of FC. Due to the 
mechanism of action of SP [56], the surface potential of all cement phases becomes 
negative that they start repelling each other. Generally, there are four main clinker 
phases of cement namely C2S, C3S, C3A, and C4AF. The chemical compounds of 
these SP’s get grafted on them. C2S and C3S have a negative zeta-potential while C3A 
and C4AF have a positive zeta-potential in the fresh stage. This leads faster 
coagulation of the cement grains. In principle, SP directly adsorb to the surface and 
changes its characteristics. It was discussed in detail in section 2.2.4. The value range 
of SP to have stable and consistent FC was 0.5 to 1.5 (220-250 mm spread). 3.96% 
was the contribution of SP value to improve workability of FC. 
e. Effect of Foam Content 
As shown in Figure 4.7, all foam content percentages fulfilled the workability 
requirement. Above the level of 30%, it indicates the workability decreased because 
the mechanism of the adhesion between the bubbles and solid particles in the mixture. 
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If the amount of foam is increased, it reduces the spread-ability. However, below the 
level of 30% shows the workability increases as the percentage foam content 
increases where the foam was assumed as “aggregate” in mortar. Large amount of 
foam will reduce the friction between particles in FC. Foam has minimum 
contribution to create the workability of FC as shown in ANOVA analysis. 
Overall view of the effects of constituent of MIRHA-FC on workability is 
summarized in Table 4.5. Based on this table, MIRHA-FC workability is strongly 
influenced by the w/c, because of any of the following reasons: (i) the key factor to 
overcome the friction between solid particles and bubbles (ii) to maintain the MIRHA 
had adsorptive characters.  
Table 4.5 The summary of the effect of constituent on workability 
The Criteria Effect of MIRHA Effect of w/c Effect of s/c Effect of SP Effect of foam 
Desired level 5-15% 0.4-0.45 0.5-0.75 0.5-1.5% 20-35% 
Characteristic Incorporating 
MIRHA showed 







of the mix 
The consistency 
to be low with 
enlarging s/c 




30% was optimum 
level consistency 
of FC 
Contribution  (%) 12.06 58.03 24.07 3.96 1.88 




thus FC containing 
MIRHA required 
more water for a 
given consistency 





bubbles in FC. 
The value of  s/c 
determined the 
water solid ratio 
in FC 
The mechanism 
of action of SP 
overcome the 
surface potential 
of all cement 
phases becomes 
negative that they 
start repelling 
each other  
Above the level of 
30%, it indicated 
the workability 
occurs because of 
the adhesion 
between the 
bubbles and solid 
particles. However, 





Table 4.6 Classification of the effect constituent on workability  
Constituent Class designation Contribution 
values (%) 
Description 
MIRHA, SP and  foam VL 0-20 Very Low 
s/c L 21-40 Low 
w/c M 41- 60 Medium 
- H 61-80 High 
- VH 81-100 Very High 
4.5.2. Dry Density of FC 
The results from this experiment are shown in tabular form in Table 4.7. A statistical 
analysis was performed using the response data to find out the statistically significant 
factors. The data analyses are presented in Table 4.8, and plotted in Figure 4.8. 
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Table 4.7 Test results of dry density test for MIRHA-FC 
Experiment number. Density(kg/m3) 



































MIRHA (%) w/c s/c SP (%) Foam (%)
 
Figure 4.8 Main effect plot for 180 days dry density 
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Table 4.8 Analysis of variance results of 180 days dry density 
Parameter statistical parameters Dry Density 
MIRHA Degree of freedom (DoF) 3 
 Sequential sum of square (SSS) 1829 
 Adjusted sum of square (ASS) 1829 
 Mean square /variance (MS) 610 
 F-statistic; F0.5 (3,13) 0.29 
 Contribution (%) 0.12% 
w/c DoF 3 
 SSS 153429 
 ASS 153429 
 MS 51143 
 F-statistic; F0.5 (3,13) 24 
 Contribution 9.81% 
s/c DF 3 
 SSS 263657 
 ASS 263657 
 MS 87886 
 F-statistic; F0.5 (3,13) 42 
 Contribution (%) 16.85% 
SP DF 3 
 SSS 248 
 ASS 248 
 MS 83 
 F-statistic; F0.5 (3,13) 0.04 
 Contribution (%) 0.02% 
Foam DF 3 
 SSS 1145138 
 ASS 1145138 
 MS 381713 
 F-statistic; F0.5 (3,13) 181 
  Contribution (%) 73.20% 
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a. Effect of MIRHA Content 
It can be seen from Figure 4.8, that increase in MIRHA content did not significantly 
decrease the dry density. This was due the fact that the amount of MIRHA as cement 
substitution was too small. A closer look at the data of Figure 4.8, the MIRHA FC dry 
density was slightly decreased in all percentages composed to that of the normal FC. 
Absorptive character of MIRHA, which was absorbing water during mixing process, 
had interrupted the cement hydration process to produce Ca(OH)2. With insufficient 
amount of Ca(OH)2, pozzolanic reaction could not occur properly and resulted in 
lower calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H) gels being produced. FC pores and water-filled 
spaces that were expected to be filled with C-S-H gels existed in large number and it 
explained the lower dry density result of MIRHA FC concrete compared to normal 
FC concrete. The ineffective hydration process also had an effect on the irregular 
pores distribution. The contribution of MIRHA is similarly no effect to reduce the 
density, as can be seen in Table 4.8 (0.12% only). 
b. Effect of water cement ratio 
The study of effects of water cement ratio (w/c) with four levels was performed in 
Figure 4.8. In this figure, the density of FC decreased on the water cement ratio 
increased. This was due to space left after access water has been removed. The 
volume of space depends primarily on the water cement ratio. 
c. Effect of sand cement ratio 
Aggregate has several advantages for concrete e.g. higher volume stability; more 
durable than hydrated cement paste alone. The effect of sand cement ratio on the 
density of FC has contradictive impact compared to with MIRHA and w/c. Adding 
greater the amount of aggregate, the density will be increased [44, 68]. These results 
can be explained very clearly that high sand cement ratio produces a low ratio water 





d. Effect of Superplasticizer 
In this study SP had little contribution to the FC density. It is because of the small 
amount of SP in mix proportion than other ingredient. In addition, SP was used to 
improve workability i.e. to facilitate the ease of placement and not directly correspond 
to the density of FC.  
e. Effect of Foam Content 
FC with higher foam content tends to produce larger air voids. Because of the 
closeness of the air voids, this yielded the higher incidence of void coalescing and 
forming larger air voids. The coalescence of void in FC may be due to the difference 
of surface tensions in different size of foam that creates different of pressure. The 
presence of water that surrounds the foam will affect the foam pressure. This gave the 
effect of diffusion changes in foam which was initially small to be big. This diffusion 
seems to be more dominant in lower density mixtures that contain lower solid mix 
content. Figure 4.8 shows the summary of these effects on dry density. The effective 
way to decrease the density was inserting more foam in mixes. As a result, Table 4.8 
shows foam content has highest contribution (73.20%) for density of FC. Foam 
content is categorized high level in the classification of the effect constituent on dry 
density (see. 
Table 4.10). 
Table 4.9 presents the general view of the effects of parameters of MIRHA FC on 
dry density. It can be summarized that foam content was the significant parameter to 
attain a low dry density MIRHA FC. It has a very obvious reason that by entering the 
amount of air through the foam in the mix is going to affect the density of concrete.  
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Table 4.9 The summary of the effect of constituent on dry density 
The Criteria Effect of MIRHA Effect of w/c Effect of s/c Effect of SP Effect of foam 























value to build 
the lightest 
density 
FC with higher 
foam content 
tends to construct 
in larger air voids.  
Contribution (%) 0.12 9.81 16.85 0.02 73.20 
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produces a low 
ratio of solid 
water.  







and not directly 
construct the 
density of FC 
The closeness of 
the air voids, 
which yields to 
higher 
interconnectivity 
of void coalescing 
and forming 
larger air voids 
 
Table 4.10. Classification of the effect constituent on dry density  
Constituent Class designation Contribution 
values (%) 
Description 
MIRHA, s/c, w/c and SP VL 0-20 Very Low 
- L 21-40 Low 
- M 41- 60 Medium 
Foam H 61-80 High 
- VH 81-100 Very High 
4.5.3. Compressive Strength of FC 
Compressive strength was determined at the age of 3, 7, 28, 90 and 180 days. Table 
4.11 presents the compressive strength results in N/mm2 of the 16 trial mixture 
proportions. The results show that 3, 7, 28, 90 and 180 days strength were obtained in 
the range of 1.2-6.9, 2.3-12.6, 5.5-28.1, 13.9-47.3 and 12-57.9 N/mm2 respectively.  
The highest and the lowest compressive strength were obtained from FC-4 and 
FC-10 respectively. The summary of main effect plot for 3 to 180 days compressive 
strength of FC is shown in Figure 4.9. The degree of contribution for each factor for 
3, 7, 28, 90 and 180 days compressive strength of FC was statically calculated and 
shown in Table 4.12. 
. 
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Table 4.11 Test results of compressive strength for FC 
Compressive strength (N/mm2) at different ages (days) Experiment 
Number 3 7 28 90 180 
FC- 1 3.2 8.3 17.1 27.7 34.7 
FC-2 6.4 12.2 26.8 43.6 52.2 
FC-3 3.1 5.9 13.4 31.1 27.5 
FC-4 1.2 2.3 5.5 13.9 12.0 
FC-5 4.2 7.5 17.4 27.8 36.7 
FC-6 4.6 11.0 20.3 33.8 42.4 
FC-7 4.1 7.2 17.3 26.3 34.4 
FC-8 5.8 12.2 24.8 39.0 51.1 
FC-9 6.0 11.2 25.5 44.2 55.8 
FC-10 6.9 12.6 28.1 47.3 57.9 
FC-11 3.1 7.4 14.5 25.6 33.0 
FC-12 4.5 8.3 19.1 37.9 42.6 
FC-13 3.0 5.8 13.2 21.3 26.5 
FC-14 4.0 7.6 16.8 26.6 31.9 
FC-15 5.1 9.7 21.4 34.7 41.8 






























3 day 7 day 28 day 90 day 180 day
MIRHA (%) w/c s/c SP (%) Foam (%)  
Figure 4.9 Summary of main effect plot for compressive strength 
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Table 4.12 Analysis of variance results of compressive strength for FC 
Compressive strength at different ages (days) 
Parameter statistical parameters 
3 7 28 90 180 
MIRHA DoF 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3 
 SSS 35.6 91.7 490.9 1682.9 3479 
 ASS 35.6 91.7 490.9 1682.9 3479 
 MS 11.9 30.6 163.6 561.0 1160 
 F-statistic; F0.5 (3,411) 3.48 17.6 11.8 9.0 19 
 Contribution 20% 15% 17% 25% 28% 
w/c DoF 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3 
 SSS 60.4 227.6 931.0 1294.3 3006 
 ASS 60.4 227.6 931.0 1294.3 3006 
 MS 20.1 75.9 310.3 431.4 1002 
 F-statistic; F0.5 (3,411) 5.9 43.7 22.4 6.9 17 
 Contribution 34% 36% 32% 19% 24% 
s/c DF 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3 
 SSS 21.4 91.8 413.0 1014.1 1770 
 ASS 21.4 91.8 413.0 1014.1 1770 
 MS 7.1 30.6 137.7 338.0 590 
 F-statistic; F0.5 (3,411) 2.1 17.6 9.9 5.4 10 
 Contribution (%) 12% 15% 14% 15% 14% 
SP DF 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3 
 SSS 2.9 12.0 32.2 371.8 171 
 ASS 2.9 12.0 32.2 371.8 171 
 MS 1.0 4.0 10.7 123.9 57 
 F-statistic; F0.5 (3,411) 0.3 2.3 0.8 2.0 1 
 Contribution (%) 2% 2% 1% 5% 1% 
Foam DF 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3 
 SSS 56.9 208.1 1049.2 2470.4 3870 
 ASS 56.9 208.1 1049.2 2470.4 3870 
 MS 19.0 69.4 349.7 823.5 1290 
 F-statistic; F0.5 (3,411) 5.6 40.0 25.2 13.2 22 
  Contribution (%) 32% 33% 36% 36% 31% 
 
a. Effects of MIRHA Content 
Generally, normal FC had lower compressive strength than the MIRHA-FC. At the 
early ages (3 days of age), control MIRHA-FC samples had superior compressive 
strength than the normal FC. It was due to the fact that the pozzolanicity of MIRHA 
started almost immediately when mixed with the concrete. Additionally, the 
increasing percentage of MIRHA in the concrete directly led to the declining 
percentage of Portland cement used in the proportion. This reduced the production of 
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Ca(OH)2 and slowed down the reaction with SiO2 presented in MIRHA. On the other 
hand, pozzolanic material supported in achieving more consistent distribution of air 
voids by providing uniform outside layer on each bubble and thereby prevented 
merging of bubbles. In addition, the replacement level 5-10% MIRHA was found 
optimum to contribute void distribution maximally and facilitate the strength. 
However, the trend of 5-10% level was different with 15% level. The 15% level 
showed the decrease in the strength due to the excessive water absorption. The 
character of its pore structure in MIRHA led to excessive water absorption and 
yielded disordered foam distribution. This decreased the strength of the concrete. 
At the age of 28 days, the average normal strength of FC without MIRHA was 
found 92.3% of the required strength for structural lightweight concrete, which is 17 
MPa. On the other hand, the FC concrete mixes containing 5% and 15% MIRHA 
achieved 113.8% and 109.3% of the strength of normal FC. However, the 10% 
MIRHA enhanced the strength above the normal FC by 138.9%. Even at the age of 90 
days, the compressive strength of 10% MIRHA mixes was about 33.3% higher than 
the strength of normal FC. Beyond 90 days, the compressive strength of 10% MIRHA 
was increased by up to 49.9% at the age of 180 days.  
The contribution of the MIRHA to improve the FC strength was obtained in the 
range of 15 to 28%. In addition, the contribution of MIRHA on early age compressive 
strength of FC was achieved of 20% still lower than foam content and w/c 
contribution (see Table 4.12). MIRHA content contribution did not affect on early age 
compressive strength. The compressive strength versus age of MIRHA FC with effect 
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Figure 4.10 Compressive strength versus age of FC with effect of MIRHA 
b. Effects of water cement ratio 
The adequate amount of water and high pozzolanic reactivity were the main causes of 
the acceleration MIRHA react in the hydration process of concrete. When study the 
effect of w/c on compressive strength, similar found was observed up to 28 days. At 
w/c of 0.35 and 0.4 maximum compressive strength was found. This result was found 
in line with the water demand of cement and MIRHA as discussed in 4.2.5. 
It was due to the optimum of amount water required to facilitate the hydration 
process using pozzolanic material with the Ca(OH)2 produced by OPC. However, 
when w/c exceeded 0.4, it retained the utilized water for the hydration reaction and 
contribute to the formation of capillary pores in foamed concrete that caused the 
decrease in the strength. Hakan’s[123] suggested that decreasing w/c and increasing 
curing time would be able to reduce the pore width of the specimen which 
automatically enhances the strength. The contribution value of w/c factor to facilitate 
the strength of FC was in the range of 19 to 36%. The compressive strength versus 
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Figure 4.11 Compressive strength versus age of FC with various w/c 
c. Effects of sand cement ratio 
According to previous work [68], the compressive strength of FC was affected by the 
sand cement ratio (s/c). The high FC strength achieved for the mixes containing 0.25 
s/c at the age of 7 days and 0.5 s/c at the age of 28 days and beyond. Figure 4.12 
presents the compressive strength against age of MIRHA FC with various s/c values. 
The aggregate cement ratio indicated the amount of filler in the binder and the 
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Figure 4.12 Compressive strength versus age of FC with various level of s/c 
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d. Effects of Superplasticizers 
As shown in Figure 4.13, the strength of FC contains SP was higher than the strength 
of FC without SP. The highest strength was obtained when SP dosage was used as 
1%. 1.5% dosage experienced the reduced strength which was due to disordered void 
distribution and the unsteadiness in the foam. Superplasticizers contributed value of 
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Figure 4.13 Compressive strength versus Age of FC with various level of SP 
e. Effects of Foam Content 
The presence of bubbles in the FC contributed significantly to the performance of FC. 
The strength of FC was significantly influenced by the volume of voids present. In 
addition, the volume of foam affects the interconnectivity of bubbles, so the void 
distribution and sizes are affected, and hence the spacing factor in the FC. The effects 
varied with different air contents but they affected the mechanical properties. 
However, as shown in Figure 4.14, the strength of FC which contains 20% foam did 
not demonstrate better compressive strength because the amount of foam was too 
small and the distribution was imperfect and uneven. So the bubble merger occurs in 
certain places [37]. This resulted in a fairly large space. This weakness reduced the 
compressive strength when tested. It was found that the optimum FC is 25% and 
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Figure 4.14 Compressive strength versus age of FC with various foam content 
 
On the whole, the continuation of the effects of constituent of MIRHA FC on 
compressive strength is presented in Table 4.13. Table 4.14 shows that MIRHA, w/c 
and foam content are classified low level in the classification of the effect constituent 
on compressive strength. However, FC MIRHA compressive strength is dominated by 
these parameters. The reason of these parameters had significant contribution because 
of the reasons: (i) MIRHA facilitate the progress of hydration process and assist in the 
dissemination stage bubbles in fresh FC. (ii) w/c is a key parameter for the 
workability FC and hydration process of cement. (iii) Foam content determines the 
amount of voids in the concrete and the void space is a strong influence on the FC 
compressive strength. 
Table 4.13 The summary of the effect of constituent on compressive strength 
The Criteria Effect of MIRHA Effect of w/c Effect of s/c Effect of SP Effect of fc 
Desired  level 10% 0.4 0.5 1% 25% 
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Table 4.14 Classification of the effect constituent on compressive strength  
Constituent Class designation Contribution 
values (%) 
Description 
s/c and SP VL 0-20 Very Low 
MIRHA, w/c and 
foam 
L 21-40 Low 
 M 41- 60 Medium 
 H 61-80 High 
 VH 81-100 Very High 
4.5.4. Total Porosity of FC 
Total porosity is the volume of voids in concrete that have an important impact on 
compressive strength of foamed concrete. In this study, porosity was measured for six 
cylinders of the size of 25.4 mm in diameter and 25.4 mm in height for each mix of 
foamed concrete, which were moist-cured for 180 days. The effect of MIRHA 
content, water cement ratio (w/c), sand cement ratio (s/c), superplasticizer content 
(SP), and foam content (fc) on FC are analyzed and discussed below. 
Table 4.15 presents the 180 days porosity results of the sixteen mix proportions of 
FC. It was obtained in the range of 24.3% to 57.7%. The main effect plotted for 180 
days porosity of FC is shown by Figure 4.15. The degree of contribution of the each 
significant factor for 180 days porosity of FC was calculated. The results are given in 
Table 4.16. 
Table 4.15 180 days test results of Porosity for FC 
Experiment number. Porosity (%) 

















Table 4.16 Analysis of variance results of porosity of FC 
 
Parameter Statistical parameters 180 days porosity 
MIRHA DoF 3 
 SSS 735 
 ASS 735 
 MS 245 
 F-statistic; F0.5 (3.411) 101 
 Contribution 13.42% 
w/c DoF 3 
 SSS 1379 
 ASS 1379 
 MS 460 
 F-statistic; F0.5 (3.411) 190 
 Contribution 25.17% 
s/c DF 3 
 SSS 1088 
 ASS 1088 
 MS 363 
 F-statistic; F0.5 (3.411) 150 
 Contribution (%) 19.85% 
SP DF 3 
 SSS 206 
 ASS 206 
 MS 69 
 F-statistic; F0.5 (3.411) 28 
 Contribution (%) 3.75% 
FC DF 3 
 SSS 2071 
 ASS 2071 
 MS 690 
 F-statistic; F0.5 (3.411) 285 
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Figure 4.15 Main effect plot for porosity 
 
In general, the parameters with each level have a similar effect on porosity of FC 
and depicted in Figure 4.15 (at 180 days). Various effects on porosity are discussed 
below. 
a. Effect of MIRHA Content 
In Figure 4.15, the porosity of normal FC was higher than MIRHA FC (except 15%). 
MIRHA with amorphous, silica content and the large surface area increased the 
hydration process and refined the pore structure of FC. The increase in hydration led 
to a reduction of calcium hydroxide (CH) in paste and increase in calcium silicate 
hydroxide (C-S-H) gels. 10%. MIRHA showed lowest porosity in FC. The highest 
value of porosity 38% was achieved FC when incorporating 15% MIRHA. The 
contribution of MIRHA parameter to build the porosity of FC was attained 13.42%. 
b. Effect of water cement ratio 
It is a known fact that porosity increased as the water cement ratio increased. Figure 
4.15 shows that except at the 0.35 level, the porosity against w/c follow the previous 
trend. Porosity decreased with the progress of hydration and 0.4w/c seemed to be 
optimum w/c level and the porosity increased as the w/c was increased beyond 0.4. At 
0.35 w/c the moisture available for hydration process was insufficient ad this 
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subsequently resulted in lack of C-S-H. As a consequence porosity of the concrete 
matrix increased. The contribution of w/c parameter to facilitate significantly the 
porosity of FC was in the value of 25.17%. 
c. Effect of sand cement ratio 
By and large high porosity occurred when the sand cement ratio was increased (see 
Figure 4.15). Sand had a larger diameter than the cement particles and when the sand 
grains were mixed with cement, physically and chemical interactions occurred. The 
sand cement ratio was large, meaning that the volume of cement to interact with when 
the aggregate decreased. Therefore it promoted space between aggregate. These 
spaces contributed to the increase in porosity of the concrete. The trend was not 
applicable to 0.25 s/c as the porosity increased when the s/c dropped below 0.5 s/c. 
Again this was attributed to the fact that 0.5 s/c was the optimum level below which 
the trend was not applicable affect holy. The contribution of s/c parameter to arrange 
the porosity of FC was in the value of 19.85%. 
d. Effect of Superplasticizer 
Figure 4.15 illustrates the effect of SP on FC porosity. The prime aim of the addition 
of SP was to reduce porosity. Even though SP was not part of hydration process but 
the mechanism of the SP was to increase the workability that ultimately would 
facilitate the hydration process. It is evident that 1% SP the optimum level as far as 
the porosity is concerned.  
e. Effect of Foam Content 
High foam content will cause porosity to rise as the foam content construct the 
main void space in the concrete matrix. As described in Figure 4.15, the optimum 
foam content is at 25% which also concurs with on compressive strength. Foam 
content is categorized low level in the classification of the effect constituent on 
porosity and also w/c. (see. Table 4.18). Table 4.17 presents the general observation 
of the effects of parameters of MIRHA FC on porosity. It can be concluded that foam 
content was the considerable parameter to accomplish a low porosity MIRHA FC. It 
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has an obvious reason that giving an amount of air through the foam into the mix is 
going to affect the porosity.  
Table 4.17 The summary of the effect of constituent on porosity 
The Criteria Effect of MIRHA Effect of w/c Effect of s/c Effect of SP Effect of fc 
Desired level 10% 0.4 0.5 1% 25% 
Characteristic The porosity of 
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was indicated by 
increasing sand 
cement ratio 
Addition of SP is 
to reduce the 
porosity. 
Enlarging foam 
content will cause 
porosity raised. 
Contribution 13.4 25.17 19.85 3.75 37.81 
Explanation  MIRHA with 
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the large surface 
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hydration and 
refines the pore 
structure of FC.  
In the hydration 
process, water 
cement ratio 
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Table 4.18 Classification of the effect constituent on porosity 
Constituent Class designation Contribution 
values (%) 
Description 
MIRHA, s/c and SP VL 0-20 Very Low 
w/c and foam L 21-40 Low 
- M 41- 60 Medium 
- H 61-80 High 
- VH 81-100 Very High 
4.5 Optimum FC Mix Proportion 
In order to confirm the optimum mix-design proportion obtained using the Taguchi’s 
approach method, an experimental study was performed to check whether the 
compressive strength can be really maximized and dry density and porosity can be 
really minimized by the proposed optimum mixture proportions. 
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In order to acquire the significant results same materials and same conditions were 
used with the Taguchi analyses. Table 4.19 presents the optimal mix-design 
proportions in regards to the dry density, compressive strengths, and porosity.  
Table 4.19 lists the optimal mix design verification test result and to be 
statistically completed. The results showed that the proposed optimum mix 
proportions satisfied the expected maximization for compressive strength and 
minimization for dry density and porosity.  
As can be shown, the optimum dry densities obtained ranged from 1399 to 1505 
kg/m3. The mean, standard deviation and coefficient of variance obtained were 1450 
kg/m3, 40.59 and 2.8% respectively. The optimum dry density obtained in this 
research is to meet the standard for structural lightweight concrete application ASTM-
C330 [26], i.e. less than 1680 kg/m3. 
Similarly, the 3, 7, 28, 90 and 180 days measurements of 50 mm cube 
compressive strengths of the six mixes exhibited standard deviations and coefficients 
of variance between 0.7 and 1.01 N/mm2 and between 1.55 and 15.47% respectively. 
As can be seen, the repeatability of 3, 7, 28, 90 and 180 day’s strength values, in 
particular, were satisfactory, with coefficient of variance values of less than 10%. 
This analysis confirmed that compressive strength of MIRHA FC was more than 17 
MPa at 28 days. This result is fulfilled as structural lightweight concrete requirement 
[26]. 
Table 4.19 Optimal mix-design proportions for properties of FC 
Optimal mix Proportion MIRHA (%) w/c s/c SP (%) fc (%) 
Dry Density (kg/m3) 15 0.5 0.25 1 35 
3d-compr. srength (N/mm2) 10 0.4 0.5 1 25 
7d-compr. srength (N/mm2) 10 0.4 0.5 1 25 
28d-compr. srength (N/mm2) 10 0.4 0.5 1 25 
90d-compr. srength (N/mm2) 10 0.4 0.5 1 25 
180d-compr. srength (N/mm2) 10 0.4 0.5 1 25 




Table 4.20 Optimum mix-design verification test results 









1 1472 12.7 15.5 27.3 41.5 50.6 32.7 
2 1424 10.5 12.6 24.7 39.2 49.9 29.0 
3 1478 13.2 13.6 26.4 39.7 50.5 32.2 
4 1423 11.4 12.5 26.4 39.3 49.0 30.6 
5 1505 12.7 15.3 27.7 41.0 52.1 34.2 
6 1399 11.3 12.4 25.1 39.2 49.8 30.2 
Mean 1450 12.0 13.7 26.3 40.0 50.3 31.48 
Standard 




2.80 8.88 10.43 4.50 2.51 2.12 6.03 
4.6 Summary 
The following conclusions were drawn for effects of MIRHA on Mechanical 
Properties.  
1. MIRHA as CRM in this study has the following characteristic i.e. partially-
crystalline and high silica content, lower LOI, high specific surface area, 
APSAI has a value of nearly 1, high water demand.  MIRHA was found to be 
an effective pozzolan as accelerator on early strength compared to silica fume 
and fly ash as described  by APSAI obtained. Increasing amounts of MIRHA 
in the FC led to reduction in non-evaporable water contents (wn) as compared 
to the normal FC. The MIRHA FC mixes were found to use less water for 
hydration as compared to normal FC. The hydrate water content that indicated 
the chemically bound water in the C–S–H phase was highest for the MIRHA 
FC over at 3 days of hydration, while the normal FC showed the lowest value. 
2. MIRHA-FC workability was strongly influenced by the w/c, because of the 
key factor to overcome the friction between solid particles and bubbles and to 
maintain the MIRHA had adsorptive characters.  
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3. On dry density, it can be summarized that foam content was the significant 
parameter to attain a low dry density MIRHA-FC. It has a very apparent 
reason that by entering the amount of air through the foam in the mix is going 
to affect the density of concrete.  
4. The effects of constituent of MIRHA-FC on compressive strength was 
affected MIRHA, w/c and foam content which were classified low level in the 
classification of the effect constituent on compressive strength. MIRHA 
facilitate the progress of hydration process and assist in the dissemination 
stage bubbles in fresh FC. Water cement ratio was a key parameter for the 
workability FC and hydration process of cement. Foam content determines the 
amount of voids in the concrete and the void space is a strong influence on the 
FC compressive strength.  
5. On porosity, it can be concluded that foam content was the considerable 
parameter to accomplish a low porosity MIRHA-FC. It has an obvious reason 











5. RESULT, ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION ON HYDRATION CHARACTERISTIC 
5.1 Overview 
This chapter discusses the result of experimental program namely  (i) non-evaporable 
water by OD/FI and TGA experimental, (ii) change in non-evaporable water content 
due to the presence of MIRHA, (iii) FC degree of hydration with and without 
MIRHA, (iv) compressive strength correlations to non-evaporable water, porosity and 
gel-space ratio characteristic, 
5.2 The Non-Evaporable Water (wn) Analysis by OD/FI 
Non-evaporable water content (wn) can be used to determine the degree of hydration. 
For normal FC with MIRHA, determining the degree of hydration using chemically 
bond water is complicated because it is difficult to separate the water associated with 
the reaction of the MIRHA in the hydrated cement. A previous study [106] showed 
that the effect of cement replacement material on the non-evaporable water per unit 
mass of binder was lower at all ages. It is due to the presence of lower cement 
content, the pozzolanic reaction of the CRM typically does not bind as much water as 
hydrated cement. However, an assumption that the CRM either does not react or 
contribute to chemically bound water is not totally true. Results of wn obtained from 






Table 5.1 Non-evaporable water content (wn) by OD/FI 
wn/c (g/g initial cement) at different ages (days) MIRHA 
(%) 3 7 28 90 180 
0 0.101 0.116 0.131 0.147 0.153 
5 0.1 0.115 0.129 0.145 0.15 
10 0.096 0.111 0.126 0.14 0.145 
15 0.089 0.102 0.116 0.129 0.134 
The result of Table 5.1 is shown graphically in Figure 5.1. This figure includes 
wn/c results versus time of all four mixtures. The wn/c values of normal FC and 
MIRHA-FC had same similar develop according its age. This shows that MIRHA as 
CRM has similarities with properties of cement. However, the addition of MIRHA in 
mix proportion of FC to lead decline the wn/c values than that of normal FC. It was 
due to the fact that to reduce amount of cement will cause the quantity of chemical 






























Figure 5.1 OD/FI Non-evaporable water content over time with MIRHA effect 
5.3 The Non-Evaporable Water (wn) Analysis by TGA 
TGA procedure was used to separate the chemically bound water attributed to CH, 
and to provide an indication of the wn in the C-S-H stage. The non-evaporable water 
(wn) results from TGA measurements and analysis by Taguchi’s method (section 4.4) 
is presented in Table 5.2. The table is divided into MIRHA percentage, specimen age 
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in day, C-S-H/AFm bound water (expressed as C-S-H/AFm), CH bound water 
(expressed as CH), and miscellaneous high temperature mass losses (expressed as 
Misc), as well as the total of mass loss from 105-900oC (expressed as wn/c).  
Table 5.2 TGA results for FC 
Mass Loss (g/g initial cement) MIRHA 
(%) 
Age 
(days) C-S-H/AFm CH Misc wn/c 
0 3 0.069 0.027 0.005 0.101 
 28 0.091 0.036 0.005 0.132 
 180 0.103 0.041 0.007 0.151 
5 3 0.071 0.024 0.005 0.100 
 28 0.093 0.031 0.006 0.130 
 180 0.107 0.035 0.007 0.149 
10 3 0.072 0.019 0.005 0.096 
 28 0.095 0.025 0.006 0.126 
 180 0.108 0.028 0.008 0.144 
15 3 0.069 0.015 0.005 0.089 
 28 0.091 0.019 0.006 0.116 
 180 0.104 0.022 0.007 0.133 
 
The same data in the table above are shown graphically in Figure 5.2. This figure 





























Figure 5.2 TGA Non-evaporable water contents over time  
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In general, the TGA non-evaporable water contents are matched with the OD/FI 
non-evaporable water contents. Based on the above discussion, the wn that is 
incorporated with MIRHA has lower chemical water bound than the normal mix. This 
result was similar to that reported in previous work [80] that RHA inclussion in 
cement paste mix with water 30% of cement.  
Reduction of wn due to the addition of MIRHA on FC can be explained as 
follows:  
a. It was due to the fact that the increasing percentage of MIRHA in the FC mixes 
directly led declining percentage of OPC used in the proportion. To reduce 
amount of cement will cause the quantity of chemical water bound as wn  is 
reduced as well. 
b. MIRHA participates in three main reactions: (i) with unhydrated C3S and water 
to form one type of C-S-H; (ii) with the CH to form a different C-S-H; and (iii) 
with existing C-S-H to yield a further modified hydrate. In incorporate the same 
quantity of C3S, Adding MIRHA in system combines less water per gram of 
cement than does that for C3S alone. Therefore, MIRHA serves to lower the 
amount of bound water in the system.  
c. MIRHA particles also serve to adsorb water, thus making the water unavailable 
for cement hydration. This adsorption thus increases the amount of evaporable 
water. In addition, the pozzolanic C-S-H is not only a different type of C-SH 
than that from cement hydration, but one that also adsorbs more water, thus 
decreasing the available hydration water further. Thus, MIRHA FC have lower 
wn than normal FC. 
From aforementioned discussion, it can be concluded that pozolanic reaction of 
MIRHA alter the system hydration process, yielding lower non-evaporable water 




5.4 C-S-H and AFm Bound Water 
CSH and AFM were the largest production in the cement hydration process. AFm is 
the shorthand notation for hydrated aluminate, ferrite and monosulfate phases. In the 
cement hydration equations, the C-S-H and CH are not the only hydration products 
formed in cement hydration. AS such, the Afm phases contain bound water which is 
removed during the TGA heating process, 
The graphical representation of the C-S-H and AFm data over time (Table 5.2) is 
shown in Figure 5.3. For all mixtures, the over all trend is that the C-S-H and AFm 




























Figure 5.3 C-S-H and AFm bound water over time 
 
The graphical representation of the C-S-H and AFm data over time (Table 5.2) is 
shown in Figure 5.3. For all mixtures, the over all a trend was that the C-S-H and 
AFm bound water content increases over time.  
Since the majority of the wn is result of C-S-H and AFm bound water, it was not 
surprising that the graph results for the C-S-H and AFm bound water (Figure 5.3) 
look very similar to those for the TGA non-evaporable water content (Figure 5.2). 
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The primary pozzolanic reaction, as described in section 2.3.3, is a conversion of 
CH to C-S-H. Other reactions, such as the modification of existing C-S-H can also 
occur. The most common type of C-S-H is created when pozzolanic material reacts 
with existing CH and coverts to C-S-H. Another type of C-S-H can also be formed 
from the reaction of pozzolanic material with existing C-S-H thus creating a modified 
C-S-H. Nicole’s study [124] mentioned that increasing the replacement level of RHA 
generally increased the amount of CaO in gel product. It may be the CaO content that 
enables the formation of C-S-H product.  
5.5 CH Bound Water 
The calcium hydroxide (CH) contents of the chosen mixes at selected ages were 
verified using Thermogravimetry analysis. The mass loss corresponding to the 
temperature range of 420-520oC is taken as that associated with the decomposition of 
CH. CH content of normal FC can be used as a measure of the progress of hydration, 
but in FC modified with pozzolanic material, CH could be lower because of lower 
cement content or the pozzolanic reaction that consumes CH, or higher because of the 
enhancement in cement hydration in the presence of the pozzolana. Hence, in this 
study, normalized CH content (CH normal) is used which is defined in equation (2-26).  
The results of the CH bound water contents that are collected from Table 5.2 over 































Figure 5.4 CH bound water over time 
Since the amount of CH bound water is directly related to the quantity of CH, the 
most striking trend in these results is that for the MIRHA mixture CH bound water 
contents was lower than the control. MIRHA was consuming the CH to play bridging 
role in strength and durability by C-S-H product. As a reference [98, 99], addition of 
RHA possibly may be recognized to form C-S-H gel due to the reaction occurring 
between RHA and Ca2+, OH- ion or Ca(OH)2 in hydrating cement.  
If the value of CHnormal is greater than 1.0, it indicates that the presence of the 
replacement material has resulted in more CH than normal mixes with the same 
amount of cement. In other words, this is a clear clue of enhancement in cement 
hydration especially when the CRM used is only pozzolanic as is the case with 
MIRHA. For cementitious material, a CHnormal > 1.0 might indicate a combination of 
hydration enhancement as well as the hydration of the CRM. For CHnormal less than 
1.0, the situation is less clear. The CH content of the modified paste can be lower than 
CHpure (t).mc because of one of the following reasons: (i) the pozzolanic material have 
a retarding effect. (ii) pozzolanic reaction of the CRM has depleted CH, or (iii) there 
is enrichment in cement hydration, but the secondary reaction is more dominant, 
resulting in reduced CH content.  
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Figure 5.5 show the CHnormal of MIRHA FC that has lower value than 1.0 at all 
ages because of the pozzolanic reaction of MIRHA consumes CH. CHnormal of 
MIRHA FC almost achieves 1.0 at 3 days, indicating the occurrence of pozzolanic 
reaction as early age, CHnormal can thus be used as in as an indicator of the onset of 
















Figure 5.5 CH normal values of MIRHA 
5.6 Comparing C-S-H/AFm and CH Bound Water Content 
Another way to study the results presented in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 is to compare 
directly CH and C-S-H/AFm bound water contents. This relationship is presented in 
Figure 5.6. 
One clear result from this graph is the comparative difference between the quantities 
of bound water in CH and C-S-H/AFm. Indeed, the CH bound water contents range 
from 15-38% of the C-S-H/AFm bound water contents, with the higher ratios 
occurring at earlier ages. This finding reiterates the conclusion that C-S-H/AFm 
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Figure 5.6 C-S-H/AFm versus CH bound water contents 
Based on the chemical composition of the specific cement used, and the cement 
hydration equations (section 0, equation (2-13) through (2-16), the ratio of CH to C-S-
H/AFm bound water can be calculated to be approximately 0.38. This value of 0.38 is 
somewhat various over time as the four hydration reactions are not simultaneous, but 
the ratio approaches this constant value with degree of hydration. The reference line 
shown is the same one (slope = 0.38, intercept = 0.00175) and shown in Figure 5.7. 
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Figure 5.7 C-S-H/AFm versus CH bound water contents with reference line 
This figure is of fundamental importance as the values obtained for water bound 
in CH have already been validated, and the slope of the line is a fundamental 
characteristic of the cement used in the experiment. This strongly suggests that the 
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data point falling to the right of the line indicate measured values of water bound in 
C-S-H/AFm that increasingly overestimate the true values. It is important to note that 
this theoretical line was derived for cement hydration only, and thus technically does 
not applies normal FC data. On the other data hand, since there is reported evidence 
that pozzolanic reactions may not occur immediately, that fact that the other FC data 
follow the line at early age is not necessarily surprising. 
5.7 Change in Non-Evaporable Water Content Due to the Presence of MIRHA 
In this section, a procedure that developed by Nathan [106] to acquire the change in 
wn content due to the incorporation of MIRHA or filler is detailed, and this 
information will be used to extract the total degrees of hydration of the FC 
incorporating MIRHA.  
Table 5.3 shows the change in non-evaporable water contents due to the presence 
of MIRHA (as expressed wn/c) that is calculated by equations (2-32. A closer look at 
the data in Figure 5.1 it also shows that, for all the ages, the wn of MIRHA FC are 
higher than the wn of the normal FC multiplied the mass fraction of cement (mc) in the 
MIRHA FC. For instance the wn 10% MIRHA FC at 180 days is 0.145, which is 
greater than 0.9*0.153, where 0.153 is the wn of normal FC. This shows that MIRHA 
contributes to wn by facilitating an improvement in the hydration of available cement 
grains, and/or through its own pozzolanic reaction.  
Table 5.3 Change in non-evaporable water contents due to the presence of MIRHA by 
OD/FI 
MIRHA  wn/c)r (g/g initial cement) at different ages (days) 
(%) 3 7 28 90 180 
5 0.0039 0.0046 0.0046 0.0054 0.0052 
10 0.0048 0.0050 0.0058 0.0077 0.0078 
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Figure 5.8 Change in wn due to the presence of MIRHA using OD/FI technique 
 
Table 5.4 Change in non-evaporable water contents due to the presence of MIRHA by 
TGA 
MIRHA 
wn/c)r (g/g initial cement) at 
different ages (days) 
(%) 3 28 180 
5 0.0033 0.0042 0.0052 
10 0.0042 0.0055 0.0079 
15 0.0022 0.0037 0.0040 
Figure 5.8 shows the values of Δ(wn/c)r plotted against hydration age for the 
MIRHA FC by OD/FI. Until about 28 days, the Δ(wn/c)r values of the FC with 
MIRHA powder increased, indicating increased hydration of the cement grains 
because of the higher effective w/c. Beyond 28 days, 15% MIRHA Δ(wn/c)r is seen to 
decrease, showing that the secondary reaction of the replacement material is not 
compensating for the dilution effect. However, for the FC incorporating with 5% and 
10% MIRHA powder, (Δwn)r increases consistently with time. This shows that a 5-
10% replacement of cement with MIRHA powder has higher value for change non-
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Figure 5.9 Change in Non-evaporable water contents results of replacement material 
hydration for FC by TGA 
 
Figure 5.9 show the values of (Δwn)r by TGA is plotted against hydration age for 
the MIRHA FC. This result has similar phenomenon to indicate that MIRHA is 
effective to result calcium silicate hydrate.  
5.8 Degree of Hydration of FC  
Calculating degree of hydration (DoH) is one of the primary reasons for measuring 
non-evaporable water contents in cement-based mixtures. This section will consider 
degree of hydration based on the FC mixture data from all sixteen experiments from 
orthogonal array experiment, thus synthesizing the experimental work. Many 
researchers convert non-evaporable water measurements directly to degree of 









  (5-1) 
The Bogue composition of the cement calculated using the oxide contents, along 
with the reported chemically bound water contents of the compounds [30] were used 
to calculate the ultimate non-evaporable water content of cement (wn) c–∞, which for 
the cement used in this study is 0.2386. 
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Figure 5.10 shows a plot of degree of hydration over time, where the degree of 
hydration values have been calculated with equation (5-1) for normal FC and equation 
(2-38) for MIRHA as cement replacement. Since the ultimate non-evaporable water 
contents (wn)r–∞ of MIRHA are much lower compared to that of the cement (In this 
work, n r-(w )   = 0.05 [124]).  
Further insight into this behavior can be obtained by using degree of hydration 
value to predict MIRHA FC properties, such as compressive strength and comparing 
these predicted values with measured ones. It can be observed from Figure 5.10 that 
the αT values of MIRHA-FC are higher than normal FC indicating the contribution 
from the pozzolanic reaction of MIRHA. Even though the results of non-evaporable 
water content by 15% MIRHA had the lowest value but did not give effect to the 
greatest degree of hydration. This may be due MIRHA particles also serve to adsorb 
water, thus making the water unavailable for cement hydration. This adsorption thus 
increases the amount of evaporable water. In addition, the pozzolanic C-S-H is not 
only a different type of C-SH than that from cement hydration, but one that also 
adsorbs more water, thus decreasing the available hydration water further.  
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Figure 5.10 Degree of hydration of FC from wn measured OD/FI 
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The correlation between total degree of hydration and time can be adequately 
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 (5-2) 
Where a1, a2 and a3 are fitting parameters (Table 5.5), the values of which are 
shown in respective figures. The continuous lines in Figure 5.10 represent the fits of 
equation (5-2) to the calculated total degrees of hydration. This equation is found to 
predict the total degrees of hydration of normal and MIRHA FC with an R2 value 
greater than 0.98 in all mixes. This model is compared with previous study [105] that 
investigating vitreous calcium aluminosilicate (VCAS) and silica fume (SF) as 
supplementary cement material in high-performance cementitious is listed in Table 
5.6.  
Table 5.5 a1, a2 and a3 are fitting parameters for degree of hydration of FC 
Mirha (%) a1 a2 a3 
0 0.83 4.67 2.94 
5 0.99 29.71 6.67 
10 0.79 9.87 4.21 
15 0.95 34.17 7.80 
 
Table 5.6 a1, a2 and a3 are fitting parameters for degree of hydration of  VCAS and SF 
(Neithalath’s study [105]) 
VCAS 




a1 a2 a3 
0 0.81 7.22 2.74 0 0.81 7.22 2.74 
6 1.33 31.10 8.98 6 0.78 3.82 2.32 
9 3.85 89.69 38.46 9 0.74 2.22 1.87 







5.9 Compressive Strength versus Non Evaporable Water Content Model 
Even more interesting than individual trends of compressive strength and non-
evaporable water contents over time is the relationship between two measured 
properties. This relationship (i.e. compressive strength versus non-evaporable water 
content) is shown graphically in Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.13 show the relationship 
between compressive strength and OD/FI non-evaporable water content (i.e. OD/FI 
wn/c) and the correlation for the compressive strength and TGA non-evaporable water 
content (i.e. TGA wn/c). The linear trends for the FC data points are depicted in Figure 
5.12 and Figure 5.14. The increasing linear relationship between strength and the non-
evaporable water content is clear. Moreover, there is no statistical difference between 
the trend lines for the FC by OD/FI and TGA procedure data in two figures. The R2 
values for combined data are 0.796 and 0.801 for OD/FI and TGA procedure 
respectively. Hence the relationship between compressive strength and non-
evaporable is consistent regardless of the method used to measure non-evaporable 
water content.  
The effect of MIRHA on correlation of strength with non-evaporable add more 
evident that MIRHA as cement replacement material contribute C-S-H production 
that construct strength and durability. It can be seen in Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.13 
that MIRHA wn shown decreasing than normal FC due to the amount of cement to be 
replaced by MIRHA. Albeit the non-evaporable water was reduced, the strengths of 
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Figure 5.11 Compressive strength versus OD/FI Non-evaporable water content for FC 
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Figure 5.12 Compressive strength versus OD/FI Non-evaporable water content, with 
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Figure 5.13 Compressive strength versus TGA Non-evaporable water content for FC 
 
fcu = 616.9(wn/c) -56.29 
R2= 0.923 
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Figure 5.14 Compressive strength versus TGA Non-evaporable water content, with 
trend line for normal and MIRHA FC 
This study has similar result with the previous study [102] that presented the 
correlation between compressive strength and non-evaporable water content for the 
silica fume mortar with equilibrium as following: 
fcu = 559 (wn/c) – 14 N/mm2 per g/g initial cement (5-3) 
Where:  
fcu    = compressive strength in N/mm2 
wn/c = non evaporable water in g/g initial cement. 
 
The relationship between compressive strength and non-evaporable water content 
for MIRHA was attained and form as fcu = 616.8(wn/c) -56.29 MPa per g/g initial 
cement. This correlation means that to gain high compressive strength, MIRHA FC 
uses less non-evaporable water content than normal FC. This suggests that MIRHA 





fcu = 616.8(wn/c) -56.29 
R2 = 0.9567 
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5.10 Compressive Strength versus porosity model 
Porosity is the major factor that is considered to have a major impact on compressive 
strength of FC. This section shows the correlation of strength versus porosity model 
for FC that is constructed by adopting the generalized by Balshin’s model which can 
be expressed by formula (2-6). This correlation is drawn from Table 5.7 using the data 
of compressive strength and porosity collected in section 4.4.3 and 4.4.4. The same 
results are depicted in Figure 5.15 and Figure 5.16. 
Table 5.7 The average data of 180 days Strength and porosity 
Exp No Strength (N/mm2) Porosity (1-Porosity) 
FC-1 33.17 0.317 0.683 
FC-2 50.40 0.243 0.757 
FC-3 25.73 0.356 0.644 
FC-4 10.26 0.577 0.423 
FC-5 34.95 0.371 0.629 
FC-6 40.63 0.340 0.66 
FC-7 32.65 0.385 0.615 
FC-8 32.99 0.378 0.622 
FC-9 54.08 0.266 0.734 
FC-10 56.13 0.257 0.743 
FC-11 31.26 0.389 0.611 
FC-12 40.89 0.326 0.674 
FC-13 24.78 0.424 0.576 
FC-14 30.17 0.387 0.613 
FC-15 40.03 0.330 0.67 



























































Figure 5.16 Strength versus porosity relation for FC with MIRHA 
The porosity is computed theoretically by equation (2-5) by filling up the 
chemical bound water obtained in section 5.8 (in the previous study, the value of the 
non-evaporable water was always assumed in the range of 0.18 to 0.23). The main 
advantage of the proposed formula is that all the parameters in the equation are easily 
assessable. Furthermore, porosity is a property that is rarely to be measured outside 
the laboratory. The above formula helps to predict the required porosity of mix 
proportion. Subsequently, it can be correlated with strength. The correlation is 
beneficial to the user of FC. Figure 5.17 shows the comparison of theoretical porosity 
obtained and the measured porosity. The measured porosity is lower than theoretical 
one. The marginally lower values of measured porosity may be attributed to a few 
inaccessible pores as the vacuum saturation method can measure only accessible 


































Figure 5.17 Measure accessible Porosity versus Theoretical of Porosity 
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From aforementioned discussion, it can be concluded that the correlation between 
compressive strength and porosity of normal FC and MIRHA FC was accomplished 
and form as follows: 
2.6069
cuf  = 91.211(1 p)  (R2 = 0.9739), for normal FC (5-4) 
 
3.1001
cuf  = 139.73(1 p)  (R2 = 0.987), for MIRHA FC (5-5) 
 
Two model equations (5-4) and (5-5) show that the porosity of MIRHA FC has 
character which is lower than normal FC. Therefore, the compressive strength 
MIRHA FC will be greater than normal FC. This is because of pozolanic rection of 
MIRHA effectively the changing CH into CSH. It can affected diminishing the void 
space on FC. 
5.11 Compressive Strength versus gel-space ratio model 
The gel-space ratio is computed for control FC and MIRHA FC at different densities. 
Those are subsequently plotted against compressive strength obtained experimentally 
as shown in Figure 5.18 and Figure 5.19. As far as gel-space ratio is concerned, it 
correlates well with the compressive strength for normal FC as compared to MIRHA 
FC mixes. This may be attributed to the non-inclusion of the hydration products of 
MIRHA in the model. Comparing gel-space relationship shown in Figure 5.18 and 
Figure 5.19 , it is observed that the dependency of strength on gel-space ratio is 
relatively less for FC with MIRHA than control which can be observed from the 
reduction in power term from 2.801 for control to 2.76 for MIRHA. For comparison, 
the models proposed by Nambiar [72] are also listed in Table 5.8. For normal FC mix 
these models under estimate the strength and for MIRHA FC ash mix over estimate 
the strength. The deviation from author’s model was found to be more at higher 
































































Figure 5.19 Relation between the strength of concrete and gel space ratio MIRHA FC 
 
5.12 Comparison of Foamed Concrete Model of Porosity and Gel Space Ratio 
A comparison of density and gel-space ranges in both studies are given in Table 5.8 
and Table 5.9. Nambiar’s study [72] considered a low density range and within this 
range the deviation is less, and this deviation can be attributed to the difference in 
material characteristics. The fact that the increase in strength by replacing sand with 
fly ash reported by Nambiar was lower than that observed in the present study points 
towards the effect of pozzolanicity that used in both the studies. Table 5.8 and Table 
5.9 compares the above derived pore-specific and gel-specific models for strength of 
foam concrete made of cement-sand and cement-sand with different pozzolan mixes. 
From the R2 values, the model based on porosity correlates well with measured 
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strength and is considered as the best model. Also, the main advantage of this 
equation proposed is that all the parameters in the equation can easily be measured. 
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713-1460 0.15-0.48 strength = 
155.66 (1-n)4.31 





505-1306 0.12-0.42 strength = 
105.14 (1-n)2.68 
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91.211 (1-n)2.6069 








Strength =  
139.73 (1-n)3.101 





The following conclusions were drawn for effects of MIRHA on Hydration 
Characteristic.  
1. At later ages, the non-evaporable water content in the MIRHA leveled off, 
achieving an ultimate value about 12% less than that of the normal FC. This 
concurs with the results reported Zhang et al [80] and the graph shown in 
Figure 2.17. 
2. The CH bound water contents decreased slightly starting day 3 in all MIRHA 
FC as compared to the normal FC. This decreasing trend continued over time 
such that the ultimate CH bound water value for MIRHA was about 21% of 
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that in the normal FC. The behavior mark the consumption of CH by RHA 
pozzolanic reaction, and has also been reported by Qingge Feng, et al [100]; 




6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 
6.1 Conclusion 
The following conclusions can be drawn from the experimental work effects of 
Microwave incinerated rice husk ash on hydration and mechanical properties of 
foamed concrete. 
1. The optimum mix-design 28 days compressive strength were attained at  the 
composition of FC having 10% MIRHA, 0.4 w/c, 0.5 s/c, 1% SP and 25% fc. 
The verification test for confirmation was performed and resulted at 26.3 MPa 
compressive strength with standard deviation and coefficient of variance of 1.18 
and 4.5%, respectively. This clearly indicates that the strength is more than 17 
MPa which is requirement (ASTM-C330, ACI 213R-87 and BS EN 206-1/BS 
8500) for strength lightweight concrete. Confirmation on dry density was found 
to be 1450 kg/m3 with standard deviation and coefficient of variance of 40.59 
and 2.8%, respectively. These finding fulfill the density requirement of 
lightweight concrete which is not more than 1,680 kg/m3.  
2. MIRHA-FC workability was strongly influenced by the w/c, because of the key 
factor to overcome the friction between solid particles and bubbles and to 
maintain the MIRHA had adsorptive characters. On dry density, it can be 
summarized that foam content was the significant parameter to attain a low dry 
density MIRHA-FC. It has a very apparent reason that by entering the amount of 
air through the foam in the mix is going to affect the density of concrete. The 
effects of constituent of MIRHA-FC on compressive strength was affected 
MIRHA, w/c and foam content which were classified low level in the 
classification of the effect constituent on compressive strength. MIRHA 
facilitate the progress of hydration process and assist in the dissemination stage 
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bubbles in fresh FC. Water cement ratio was a key parameter for the workability 
FC and hydration process of cement. Foam content determines the amount of 
voids in the concrete and the void space is a strong influence on the FC 
compressive strength. On porosity, it can be concluded that foam content was 
the considerable parameter to accomplish a low porosity MIRHA-FC. It has an 
obvious reason that giving an amount of air through the foam into the mix is 
going to affect the porosity. 
3. The optimum FC properties were achieved at 10% MIRHA composition as 
proven from highest compressive strength and lowest porosity. This level 
corresponds to the highest values in change in non-evaporable water, calcium 
silicate hydrate and degree of hydration. Other attributes at the optimum level 
are : 
a. partially-crystalline nature 
b. high silica content 
c. low LOI 
d. high specific surface area 
e. APSAI nearly equal to 1 
f. High water demand 
4. The correlation of compressive strength of FC has been established with respect 
to non-evaporable water is in the form as fcu = 616.8(wn/c) - 56.29. 
6.2 Recommendation for Future Study 
Although a detailed research program was performed during this research study, 
however, there are many gaps identified for further research, some of them are 
described as below: 
1. This study is a pilot project that the utilization of MIRHA in small percentage.. 
The challenge is to investigate the properties characteristic of FC with large 
MIRHA composition to replace cement content. 
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2. On the other hand, MIRHA has potential to reduce shrinkage in concrete that is 
a big problem in the FC; this is the opportunities to investigate more in order to 
use FC for structural application. 
3. FC is a material which has significant flow ability. It is a practical to explore 
combining with MIRHA for the promotion of high performance concrete. That 
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